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The use of millimeter-wave carrier frequencies has the potential to revolutionize
wireless telecommunications by providing a massive increase in available bandwidth.
However, millimeter-wave communications are hindered by poor atmospheric and
building penetration, and require complicated RF front-end architectures. Tunable
dielectric thin films offer a fast, compact, and cost-effective way to overcome many of
the challenges facing the use of millimeter-wave spectrum. Few materials have been
characterized in the millimeter-wave regime where measurements become increas-
ingly challenging as test signal wavelengths approach the physical size of devices.
The few tunable dielectric materials that have been studied at these frequencies suf-
fered from high dielectric loss or other limitations. In this dissertation, we address
both the measurement and materials challenges that have limited the commercial
implementation of tunable millimeter-wave devices.
In this work, we describe our implementation of a unified on-wafer approach
to measure the relative permittivity of thin films and substrates across a continuous
frequency band from 100 Hz to 110 GHz. We achieve this ultra-wide bandwidth by
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lines, and use finite-element simulations to connect our electrical measurements to
material properties.
Motivated by the need for better tunable dielectrics, we also developed a high-
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discuss this technique, which is inspired by the principles of combinatorial materials
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terization of many unique material compositions using a single 10 mm composition-
spread thin film chip. In addition to speeding up the synthesis, fabrication, and
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sistency in the processing variables that impact dielectric properties.
Finally, we present another approach to tunable dielectric materials discovery
with our development of (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO thin films incorporating “tar-
geted chemical pressure”. These atomically-precise, strain-engineered superlattices
achieve unparalleled performance, with measured relative tunability of almost 50 %
and low dielectric loss even beyond 100 GHz. We discuss our use of the materials-
by-design approach, which incorporates collaboration between theory, synthesis, and
characterization, to overcome barriers to commercial integration without sacrificing
advantageous material properties.
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1.1 Overview of dissertation
This dissertation describes ideal techniques to measure the dielectric proper-
ties of thin films from 100 Hz to 110 GHz, and demonstrates these techniques by
using them to measure a variety of tunable dielectric thin films that are relevant to
adaptive electronics for next-generation telecommunications.
We begin by discussing the “Why?” and “How?” of this work. Chapter 1
provides fundamental background on tunable dielectric materials, explores some
key challenges facing the commercial application of tunable dielectrics, and details
how tunable devices can improve next-generation telecommunications. This chapter
also introduces why accurate broadband measurements of the dielectric properties
are crucial in facilitating the search for better materials. Chapter 2 continues that
discussion and provides a detailed description of our measurement techniques. We
demonstrate the practical application of these techniques in Chapter 3 by charac-
terizing the dielectric properties of a homogeneous barium strontium titanate thin
film.
The two subsequent chapters illustrate the value of combining our measure-
ment techniques with novel concepts in materials science to rapidly explore and
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develop new tunable dielectrics with enhanced properties. Chapter 4 details our
design and optimization of a metrology scheme that leverages combinatorial syn-
thesis to rapidly characterize the dielectric properties of composition-spread thin
films. Chapter 5 discusses our use of the “materials by design” approach to develop
and implement tunable dielectric superlattice films incorporating “targeted chemi-
cal pressure”, which have exceptional performance at millimeter-wave frequencies.
This work enabled the growth of thicker strain-engineered tunable dielectric films -
an important step toward production-scale integration.
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1.2 Tunable dielectric materials and tunable devices
1.2.1 Historical perspective
The establishment of ferroelectricity in Rochelle Salt by Valasek a century
ago revealed a class of materials with incredible technological potential [1]. Twenty
years later, in the midst of the second World War, a desire for high-κ capacitors
fueled research on the ferroelectric ABO3-perovskite BaTiO3 [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. During
that time, scientists developed a deeper understanding of the physics of ferroelectric
ceramics, and began to theorize new devices based on these materials [7, 8, 9].
Ferroelectric ceramics, which also posses strong pyro- and piezo-electric prop-
erties quickly found their way into high-κ capacitors, thermistors, and acoustic trans-
ducers [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. It took some time, however, for ferroelectric materials
to be integrated into proper microwave-frequency electronics, with the first notable
example appearing in 1962 and highlighting the interesting nonlinear electrical be-
havior of ferroelectrics for harmonic generation [15]. Although scientists continued
to discover new ferroelectric compounds and develop the theory of ferroelectricity,
there were few significant reports of ferroelectrics in microwave-frequency electron-
ics for a number of years. Ferroelectric microwave devices returned to the spotlight
in the 1990s when personal mobile communications began to flourish [16]. Up to
that point, the largest application of ferroelectrics was in non-volatile memory [17,
18, 19]. Increased demand for miniaturized microwave devices and advances in ma-
terials and electronics technology precipitated an explosion in research on tunable
microwave devices. In these devices, some aspect of the device performance, such as
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operating frequency, can be modified on the fly. One of the most effective ways to
create a tunable device is to incorporate ferroelectric materials.
During that boom in ferroelectrics research for high-frequency devices, there
were significant advances in thin film synthesis, property enhancement through
chemical doping or processing, and device integration [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. While
ferroelectrics for non-volatile memory devices were relatively well-developed, mem-
ory devices have different property requirements (large coercivity, long fatigue life,
low current leakage) than tunable microwave devices (low dielectric loss, high rela-
tive tunability). Despite extensive research, tunable dielectric materials and devices
remained more lossy and less tunable than was originally hoped [25]. Although some
of the initial excitement tapered off, research on ferroelectrics for tunable microwave
electronics remained a popular topic well in to the mid-2000s. A number of informa-
tive reviews and books on ferroelectric materials for microwave devices were written
during and since that time [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
The emerging next generation of telecommunications yet again beckons the de-
velopment of efficient tunable devices, not only in the microwave regime, but also in
the millimeter-wave regime (> 30 GHz) [34, 35, 36]. The wide available bandwidth at
millimeter-wave frequencies supports high data-rate, low-latency communications,
but operating in the millimeter-wave regime comes with additional complexity. At-
mospheric attenuation and poor signal penetration through building materials ne-
cessitates the use of beam-forming electronics, and frequency-agile filters are needed
to simplify the architecture of devices communicating across many frequency bands.
Tunable dielectric materials offer an opportunity to realize these technologies in a
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cost- and energy-efficient way.
Continued improvements to thin film processing, the application of computa-
tional modeling and informatics, and a few entirely new approaches to the design
of ferroelectric materials have made commercially-viable tunable microwave and
millimeter-wave devices seem more realistic [37, 38]. However, before designing a
device, the constituent materials must be characterized extensively. While there are
a number of techniques for measuring the electronic properties of tunable dielec-
tric thin films at low microwave frequencies [39, 40, 41, 42, 43], reliable materials
measurements at high microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies have lagged be-
hind and only emerged within the last decade or so. During the previous rush of
research on tunable dielectrics, the wide variety of characterization techniques may
have even hindered the development of better tunable dielectrics by making it diffi-
cult to compare results across different reports in the literature. In many ways, the
establishment of more standard and reliable characterization techniques is needed
to facilitate the discovery of better tunable dielectrics for next-generation telecom-
munications devices.
1.2.2 Tunable dielectric materials
To fully appreciate the value of tunable devices and the remaining challenges
facing their implementation, we must first have at least a cursory understanding
of the principles of tunable dielectric materials. In the coming sections, we provide
a brief - but by no means all-encompassing - primer on some of the aspects most
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relevant to our work.
1.2.2.1 What makes a dielectric material “tunable”?
Dielectric materials are considered “tunable” when their relative permittivity
changes appreciably in the presence of an external electric field. The relative per-
mittivity, εr, is a complex-valued proportionality constant that describes the degree
to which electric charge is displaced in the presence of some electric field, E. When
studying tunable dielectric materials, we are concerned with the relative displace-
ment of bound charge within dielectric media, expressed as the polarization of the







where ε0 is the permittivity of free space (ε0 = 8.854× 10−12 m−3 kg−1 s4 A2). The
permittivity of a material is tunable when the quantity ∂P/∂E is itself dependent on
the polarization, P . This dependence is strong in a class of technologically-relevant
tunable dielectric materials known as ferroelectrics - even when these materials are
not operating in the “ferroelectric state”. In fact, most ferroelectric-based microwave
devices operate in the “paraelectric state” [44]. The implications of this statement
will be made more clear in the next section, in which we discuss some general
principles of ferroelectricity.
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1.2.2.2 Fundamental concepts of ferroelectricity
Ferroelectric materials can maintain a reversible spontaneous electrical polar-
ization, even in the absence of an external electric field. In this way, ferroelectrics are
the electrical analogue of ferromagnets and have some similar applications - such as
non-volatile memory devices. In the same way that ferromagnetic materials become
paramagnetic and lose their spontaneous magnetization above a certain tempera-
ture, ferroelectric materials become paraelectric above some temperature, TC , called
the ferroelectric Curie temperature. This ferroelectric-to-paraelectric transition of-
ten coincides with a structural phase transition in the material, for example, the
tetragonal-to-cubic transition that occurs in BaTiO3 on heating past 403 K [45].
BaTiO3 is an approachable example of a ferroelectric crystal, due its sim-
ple ABO3 perovskite-type structure. Figure 1.1 depicts the BaTiO3 unit cell, with
Ba2+ cations placed on corner “A” sites, the Ti4+ cation at the body-center “B”
site, and O2− anions located on the face centers. The O2− anions form an octahe-
dron surrounding the Ti4+ cation. Ferroelectric crystals belong exclusively to polar,
non-centrosymmetric point groups [9]. For example, our ferroelectric BaTiO3 has a
“pseudo-cubic” tetragonal structure with non-centrosymmetric point group 4mm,
but becomes paraelectric and loses its spontaneous polarization when it transforms
to the centrosymmetric cubic phase with point group m3̄m upon heating past TC .
Figure 1.1 also illustrates the mechanics of the polarization process in BaTiO3.
Before the crystal is poled (i.e. before an external electric field is applied) the Ti4+
cation is centered in the oxygen octahedron. The Ti4+ cation shifts along the polar
7
Figure 1.1. (top) The “pseudo-cubic” tetragonal BaTiO3 unit cell (T < TC). (bottom
left) In the absence of an applied field, the Ti4+ cation resides in the center of the
unit cell if it has not been previously poled. (bottom middle) When an external
electric field is applied (yellow arrow), the Ti4+ cation displaces along the axis of
polarization (orange arrow), creating a net polarization. (bottom right) Even after
the electric field is removed, it is energetically favorable for the ferroelectric BaTiO3
to retain a spontaneous polarization.
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axis of the crystal (the “long” c-axis, parallel to the electric field vector in this exam-
ple) in response to the external electric field. The relative displacement of the Ti4+
cation and the O2− anions provides the net electrical polarization. Since the polar-
ization arises from this sudden displacement in the material, BaTiO3 is considered a
“displacive-type” ferroelectric. The other type, “order-disorder” ferroelectrics, gen-
erally have low relative permittivity values and are not viable for tunable dielectric
devices at microwave frequencies.
Ferroelectrics retain a spontaneous polarization because is energetically unfa-
vorable for the Ti4+ cation to return to the center of the oxygen octahedron. This
process is described by the Landau-Devonshire phenomenalogical theory [7]. Consid-
ering a simple one-dimensional crystal, the three-term expansion of the Helmholtz










P 6 − EP, (1.2)
where α, β, and γ are empirically determined coefficients and EP describes the
electrostatic energy. The signs and magnitudes of α, β, and γ ultimately provide





where C is the Curie-Weiss constant with units of temperature and TC is the Curie
temperature. In all known ferroelectrics, C and the coefficient γ have positive values.
Since C is positive, when T < TC , α is negative. When α is negative, the free energy
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is lower for non-zero polarizations within some small range before the higher-order
terms in Equation 1.2 become dominant. We illustrate this concept in the left panel
of Figure 1.2, which depicts the free-energy landscape for a second-order (i.e., β > 0)
ferroelectric material. This “double-well” potential disappears when T exceeds TC
and the material enters the paraelectric state where α > 0. The free-energy landscape
in the paraelectric state is shown in the right panel of Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2. The free energy vs. polarization landscape in the (left) ferroelectric and
(right) paraelectric states of a second-order ferroelectric material.
The interplay of the coefficients α, β, and γ dictates the observable dielec-
tric behavior of a material, too. For example, the relative permittivity is linked to
the curvature of the free-energy landscape and the magnitude of the spontaneous
polarization corresponds to the location of the potential-well minima along the po-
larization axis. The locations of these potential-well minima occur where δF/δP = 0.
When we consider that condition alongside Equation 1.3, we can obtain the equi-
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librium relationship between the applied electric field and the polarization in our
ferroelectric crystal:
E = αP + βP 3 + γP 5. (1.4)
Finally, combining Equation 1.4 with Equation 1.1 yields an expression de-
scribing the relative permittivity of a material, which exhibits a non-linear depen-










α + 3βP 2 + 5γP 4
. (1.5)
The origin of tunable relative permittivity in materials becomes clear when we
consider Equation 1.5. As we manipulate the polarization with an electric field, the
relative permittivity changes. In general, the application of such an external electric
field “tunes” the relative permittivity of a ferroelectric material in the manner seen
in Figure 1.3.
As the electric field is applied and the material is polarized, the relative permit-
tivity decreases. Eventually, the rate of decrease slows and saturation occurs. This
happens when the charged species in the material have displaced nearly as far as
they can in the crystal lattice, so increasing the electric field strength leads to little
additional polarization (see Eqn. 1.4). The dielectric breakdown strength of the ma-
terial places a practical limit on the maximum applied field strength. If the applied
electric field exceeds the breakdown strength, then a short-circuit failure can occur
and permanently damage the material. Defects can reduce the breakdown strength;
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Figure 1.3. The relative permittivity vs. electric field tuning curves in the (left)
ferroelectric and (right) paraelectric states.
sometimes breakdown will occur long before the tunability curve has saturated.
The hysteresis we observe in Figure 1.3 comes from the potential barrier be-
tween the two minima in the free-energy landscape of the ferroelectric state (Figure
1.2). As we discussed, the defining characteristic of ferroelectric materials is their
ability to maintain a non-zero polarization after the external electric field has been
removed. When the polarity of the applied electric field is reversed, there is some co-
ercive electric field strength which much be applied in order overcome the energetic
barrier and reverse the polarization of the material.
Equation 1.5 also hints at why the permittivity is greatest when T is near TC .
In we consider the un-polarized state (P = 0), Equation 1.5 can be rearranged to








As such, when T approaches TC , the permittivity theoretically diverges. In
most displacive-type ferroelectrics, the Curie-Weiss constant, C, is rather large - on
the order of ∼ 105 K. With such large values for C, these materials tend to have high
relative permittivity (εr > 300) even several hundred degrees above TC in the para-
electric state where losses are lower. High relative permittivity in the paraelectric
state facilitates the use of these materials in miniaturized tunable devices.
The typical tuning behavior of a material in the paraelectric state is depicted
in the right panel of Figure 1.3. Tunability persists in the paraelectric state near TC
for a similar reason that the relative permittivity is high, even far above TC . When
α is small, the bottom of the free-energy landscape is still relatively “flat”, i.e.,
∂F/∂P is small. In this case, the energy cost to polarize the material is minimal, so
the permittivity can still be tuned with an electric field. However, once T increases
too far above TC , α becomes large, and the walls of the potential well become so
“steep” that no appreciable tuning can be observed.
Regardless if the material is in the paraelectric state or ferroelectric state,
we use the relative tunability, nr, to quantify how much the permittivity changes





where εr(0) is the relative permittivty in the absence of an external electric field (i.e.,
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EDC = 0) and εr(PDC) is the permittivity of the material polarized by the external
electric field EDC . Under typical fields in the hundreds of kV/cm, a tunable dielectric
thin film of Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3 which is paraelectric at room temperature can have a
relative tunability of nr ≈ 20% to 40% [46]. On the other hand, a material like
Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 which is ferroelectric at room temperature can exhibit nr > 95%
[47]. Although the tunability is less, operation in the paraelectric state is generally
preferable for device applications, since the dielectric losses are smaller. We explain
why in the next section.
1.2.2.3 Loss mechanisms in tunable dielectric materials
Dielectric loss is the most significant obstacle to the implementation of tunable
dielectric materials at millimeter-wave frequencies. This is because dielectric loss
represents the conversion of some of the electromagnetic energy to thermal energy
(i.e., phonons). In addition to reducing the energy efficiency of devices, this leads to
heating which can affect device operation. As we mentioned previously, the relative
permittivity of a material is a complex quantity:
εr = ε
′ − iε′′ (1.8)
where the real part, ε′, is sometimes referred to as the dielectric constant of the
material, especially at low frequencies, and the imaginary part, ε′′, is the dielectric
loss of the material. These two terms can be thought of as the components of the
polarization response that are in-phase and out-of-phase with an applied AC field,
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respectively. In one example, dielectric loss can occur when a particular polariza-
tion mechanism may be too “slow” to follow the rapidly oscillating electric field.
When this happens, the oscillation of the polarization lags slightly behind the oscil-
lation of the electric field, dissipating, rather than storing, some of the energy. This
phenomenon is often referred to as “relaxation”.
When discussing dielectric materials for AC devices, losses are typically quan-






High-loss materials (tan δ > 0.2) are not ideal for most device applications
because the significant dissipation reduces power efficiency and complicates thermal
management. There are several low-loss crystalline substrates for high-frequency
integrated circuits, but tunable and high-dielectric constant films tend to be much
lossier [33]. In tunable dielectric films at millimeter-wave frequencies, both intrinsic
and extrinsic losses can be severe.
There are two categories of dielectric loss: intrinsic loss and extrinsic loss.
Intrinsic losses are phonon-mediated losses that are present even in perfect single
crystals [48]. The three- and four-quantum loss mechanisms are sources of intrinsic
dielectric loss. In these mechanisms, one or two phonons, respectively, interact with
a quantum of electromagnetic energy ~ω from the AC signal which is absorbed
to produce a phonon with a slightly higher energy [49, 50]. In the three-quantum
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mechanism, the extinguished and created phonons must be close in energy, since the
quantum of microwave energy is typically several orders of magnitude smaller than
the energy of the phonons. The addition of a second incident phonon in the four-
quantum mechanism provides an extra degree of freedom regarding the extinguished
and created phonon energies, but the probability of occurrence is reduced. Generally,
three-quantum losses play a larger role in the overall dielectric loss at microwave
and millimeter-wave frequencies [51].
Another notable intrinsic loss mechanism is quasi-Debye loss, which is similar
to the three-quantum mechanism but describes transitions between the same phonon
branch. These losses stem from the AC field-induced modulation of the phonon
distribution function in non-centrosymmetric crystals [52]. In non-centrosymmetric
materials, the phonon frequencies are linear functions of a small applied electric
field. As a result an AC test signal can lead to time modulation of the distribution
of phonon frequencies. The relaxation of the phonon distribution function leads
to dielectric loss in a similar manner that the relaxation of gas dipoles leads to
loss in the Debye theory, hence the quasi-Debye moniker [53]. This mechanism can
be prominent in tunable dielectrics. Even when a tunable dielectric is used in the
centrosymmetric, paraelectric state, the DC electric field used to induce tuning will
drive the material to be non-centrosymmetric, opening the door for quasi-Debye
losses. Quasi-Debye losses can exceed the three- and four-quantum losses in the
microwave and millimeter-wave regime [54]. We refer the reader to Refs. [55, 56, 48,
25] for more in-depth discussion of quasi-Debye and other intrinsic loss mechanisms.
In our work, we primarily focus on extrinsic losses, since they can be severe in tunable
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dielectric films and in many ways provide more opportunities for improvement.
Extrinsic losses arise from defects in the material, such as point defects, dis-
locations, or grain boundaries [57, 58, 59, 60]. While grain boundaries can develop
space charge that may negatively effect properties [61], point defects like oxygen va-
cancies are perhaps the most pernicious defect when it comes to tunable dielectric
thin films [62]. These charged point defects move in response to the the AC field,
transducing electromagnetic energy into acoustic waves that scatter and eventually
decay. Extrinsic losses can dominate the overall loss in thin films because films of-
ten have large defect concentrations relative to bulk crystals [63]. Careful growth
and processing techniques can reduce the extrinsic losses in tunable thin films in
the microwave and millimeter-wave regimes [46]. Indeed, minimizing the number of
point defects and mitigating their harmful effects has led to some of the best tunable
dielectric films to date [64].
There are a couple additional sources of loss that only affect materials in the
ferroelectric state. All ferroelectric materials are piezoelectric and naturally trans-
duce some of the AC electromagnetic signal to acoustic waves. Additionally, the
frictional motion of ferroelectric domain walls increases loss [65], though one inter-
esting study took advantage of resonant domain wall motion to enhance properties
in a narrow band [47].
Tunable dielectric devices can avoid piezoelectric and domain wall losses by
operating the paraelectric state. However, in some circumstances, these losses can
be present in the paraelectric state, albeit to a much smaller degree. Local strain
fields or charge near defects can stabilize “nano-polar regions” (NPRs) [66, 67].
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Though the theoretical understanding of NPRs is limited, these regions appear to
act as small, polar ferroelectric volumes in the material even above TC , increasing
the overall loss tangent.
Much of the burst of research on tunable dielectric films in the early 2000s
attempted to reduce losses to low levels (tan δ < 0.02) without decreasing relative
tunability (nr > 50%) by optimizing processing conditions to improve crystallinity
and reduce defect concentrations. However, truly ideal properties for tunable devices
remain elusive in the millimeter-wave regime without complicated synthesis or other
constraints that inhibit commercial application.
1.2.2.4 Why are permittivity measurements so important?
Inadequate materials characterization has been one of the biggest impedi-
ments to the development of better tunable dielectrics, and to the implementation
of millimeter-wave telecommunications as a whole. Naturally, if one wishes to design
any electronic device operating at millimeter-wave frequencies, it is imperative to
have a confident understanding of the millimeter-wave dielectric properties of the
constituent materials. Unfortunately, reports of these properties are not common in
the literature (especially for thin films above 40 GHz), and there is often surpris-
ingly large discrepancy between the few reports that do exist. This critical point is
made abundantly clear in Figure 1.4, which illustrates vast discrepancies between
measurements of the microwave-frequency loss tangent of similar Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin
films with x ≈ 0.75.
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Figure 1.4. In the literature, there are large discrepancies in the measured loss
tangents of ostensibly similar materials. Here we compare the measurements of
Ba1−xSrxTiO3 films from Vorobiev et al. (x = 0.75) [59], Booth et al. (x = 0.70)
[68], Zhang et al. (x = 0.75) [69], and Meyers et al. (x = 0.71) [46].
The difference in the loss tangents of the materials shown in Figure 1.4 is more
than an order of magnitude at certain frequencies - which would have an extreme
impact on device performance. Defect concentrations, and by extension extrinsic
losses, can be extremely sensitive to processing conditions in tunable dielectric thin
films. Given that the films in each study were grown in different labs using different
processes, it is entirely possible that the results are as different as they appear. How-
ever, we also note that these studies used a variety of characterization techniques,
with each presumably offering a different level of accuracy. The mixing of techniques
complicates attempts to compare results between studies, something which is already
difficult in the world of tunable dielectrics. The potential for ambiguous measure-
ment results is amplified at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies, where thin
film permittivity measurements require careful calibrations, precise microfabrica-
tion, expensive instrumentation, and a well-thought-out approach to modeling test
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devices to achieve a reliable result. Even when claiming exceptional results, very few
studies provide sufficient detail on their high-frequency measurements, and almost
none report uncertainties.
Returning to Figure 1.4, we note that the 2004 study (Ref. [59]) appeared to
obtain a loss tangent below approximately 0.02 up to 40 GHz, and reported rel-
ative tunability in excess of 40 %. These properties would be advantageous for a
tunable dielectric device, and such high performance appeared to spur a number
of subsequent studies over the next decade or so by other groups seeking to attain
the same or better properties. However, until the 2016 study (Ref. [46]), comparable
properties had not really been demonstrated. Even in that study - which used signif-
icantly more advanced growth and fabrication techniques as well as characterization
techniques offering a clear path to calibration and correction for parasitics - the
exceptionally low loss gave way above approximately 10 GHz. The 2008 study (Ref.
[69]) appeared to be a fairly faithful reproduction of the 2004 study, even using the
same concentric parallel-plate technique to measure the dielectric properties, but
still reported losses more than twice as high. The developers of the characterization
technique used in Refs. [59] and [69] encountered difficulty when measuring above a
few GHz [39]. More importantly, they noted the potential to skew the loss tangent
by over-correcting for parasitic effects - which can be particularly challenging at high
frequencies when devices begin to behave as distributed circuits. While the authors
of Ref. [59] addressed many of the concerns and made significant positive advances
to this measurement technique, some of their following work indicated uncertainties
exceeding 50 % at millimeter-wave frequencies even when considering only a couple
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error mechanisms [40]. Our own analysis of additional error mechanisms in these
techniques supports the notion that the uncertainties could be even greater.
Examples like we just described - exciting results in the literature shrouded by
possible measurement questions - are not rare [70]. The establishment of more stan-
dard high-frequency measurement techniques and reporting of uncertainties in mea-
surement has the potential to accelerate progress in tunable materials development.
In the best case, we determine that uncertainties across measurement techniques
are small, and we know to focus our efforts on improving reproducability in mate-
rials synthesis. We provide some additional discussion of a few different approaches
to measure relative permittivity in Chapter 2, before describing the techniques we
use in detail, and we even address some opportunities to improve sample-to-sample
processing consistency in Chapter 4.
1.2.3 Tunable microwave and millimeter-wave devices
Now that we have at least a basic familiarity with some of the basic charac-
teristics of tunable dielectrics, we can explore why tunable devices are useful for
next-generation telecommunications, and how tunable dielectric films are used to
create these devices. After all, tunable dielectrics are just one piece of the puzzle -
and the exciting device applications provide the incentive to research these materials.
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1.2.3.1 The role of tunable devices in telecommunications
Mobile network traffic has grown exponentially in recent years and this trend
shows no sign of slowing (Figure 1.5) [71]. Users are not only consuming more
data per device, but the number of devices is also steadily increasing. For example,
the advent of internet-of-things (IoT) technology has created new opportunities for
connected devices in both industrial and consumer settings [72]. To alleviate net-
work crowding and mitigate conflict with other devices, next-generation networks
will span from the frequencies we use today in the hundreds of MHz all the way
to the wide-open, largely unlicensed, millimeter-wave regime [73]. The vast band-
width available at millimeter-wave frequencies is exciting, because it can enable new
high-capacity technologies in remote medicine, automation, and even home enter-
tainment.
Figure 1.5. (left) Global data traffic is predicted to continue growing exponentially,
putting more strain on networks. (right) In addition to an increase in the amount of
data consumed per device, the overall number of devices is increasing too. Internet-
of-things (IoT) devices will make up about half of all connected devices by 2022,
according to the Cisco VNI [71].
Many electronic components must work in harmony to communicate across
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such a broad frequency range. For example, RF filters are used to reject interfer-
ence from nearby devices. In the early 2000s, handsets only needed three to seven
filters [74]. Modern handsets that operate with 2G/3G/4G/WiFi/Bluetooth/GPS
functionalities often need as many as 40 discrete filters [75]. Next-generation devices
may need to cram more than 100 filters into a 5G-capable handset, consuming valu-
able space and increasing cost. “Frequency-agile filters”, can be tuned to different
frequency bands with a DC voltage [76]. Since a single frequency-agile filter covers
two or more frequency bands, fewer physical filters are needed, reducing the size and
complexity of the RF front-end. Ferroelectric tunable varactors (variable capacitors)
are one foundational component of frequency-agile filters.
Frequency-agile filters are not the only tunable device for next-generation
telecommunications. Millimeter-wave bands suffer from severe atmospheric atten-
uation (Figure 1.6). Absorption peaks for O2 and H2O at millimeter-wave frequen-
cies can attenuate signals by more than 20 dB/km [77, 73]. Therefore, devices must
transmit high-power signals, quickly draining batteries and potentially worsening in-
termodulation distortion. Phased-array antennas produce a powerful directed-beam
from the constructive interference of multiple weaker isotropic transmissions [78].
In a phased-array antenna (Figure 1.6), an identical signal is transmitted from each
antenna in an array of spatially-distinct antennas. Tunable phase shifters modu-
late the phase of each signal to steer the directed beam. Tunable dielectric phase
shifters are ideal for this purpose due to their fast tuning speed (< 10 ns) and
small size [32]. Tunable matching networks, baluns, and reconfigurable antennas
are other examples of tunable RF devices which can be based on tunable dielec-
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tric films [79, 80]. Thin-film-based ferroelectric frequency-agile filters and oscillators
[81], reconfigurable antennas [82], and tunable phase-shifters [83] have already been
demonstrated.
Figure 1.6. (left) Atmospheric attenuation is a significant challenge facing millimeter-
wave telecommunications [73, 77]. (right) Phased-array antennas can help mitigate
atmospheric effects by creating powerful and agile directed beams.
There are other ways to make tunable devices without using ferroelectric films.
These technologies, such as semiconductor varactor diodes, magnetic ferrite-based
devices, and RF MEMS/NEMS varactors each come with their own merits and draw-
backs [27, 30, 32]. Ferroelectric devices are compelling since they can be cheaper and
faster than RF MEMS and achieve higher Q-factors (Q = [tan δ]−1) than semicon-
ductor varactor diodes. While ferrite-based devices have a rich history in microwave
electronics [84], they generally switch more slowly and require an external variable
magnetic field source. Table I provides a comparison of some key properties across
these different technologies.
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Device type Tuning Speed Q-factor (1 GHz) Cost Power Handling Linearity Lifetime
Semiconductor < 1 ns ∼ 200 low ∼ 1 W low high
RF MEMS > 1 ms ∼ 500 high < 5 W high low
Ferrite < 5 ms > 3000 moderate  5 W high high
Ferroelectric < 1 ns > 200 low ∼ 5 W high high
TABLE I. A comparison of notable tunable RF technologies. Inspired by [32, 30].
1.2.3.2 Design and use of ferroelectric tunable devices
The performance of tunable communications devices is intimately connected
to both the properties of the constituent materials (dielectrics and conductors) and
the device design. For example, a varactor with a highly tunable dielectric may of-
fer minimal overall device tunability if the tunable dielectric layer is too thin, or if
the device is not adequately designed to concentrate the electric fields in the tun-
able material. Although the relationships between properties and design are rarely
straightforward, Figure 1.7 relates some critical points of consideration in the de-
velopment of RF varactors.
Ferroelectric tunable devices are typically constructed on low-loss substrates
like LaAlO3, MgO, SiO2, or Al2O3 [33]. Silicon is ideal for large-scale commercial
integration, but is poorly lattice matched with many ferroelectric materials and typ-
ically quite lossy at millimeter-wave frequencies [32]. As we mentioned, ferroelectric
varactors are the basic building block of most ferroelectric-based tunable devices.
Parallel-plate varactors are a simple example. In these varactors, an electrode layer
(e.g., Au, Al, SrRuO3) is first deposited on the substrate, and then the ferroelec-
tric thin film is grown on the electrode via physical vapor (PVD), chemical vapor
(CVD), or chemical solution (CSD) deposition techniques. Finally, a top electrode
layer is patterned on top of the thin film to complete a parallel-plate structure. The
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Figure 1.7. The performance of an RF varactor depends heavily on the materials
from which the device is made, and how the device is designed. Inspired by [85].
capacitance of such a varactor follows the basic relationship: C = (ε0εrA)/d where
A is the area of the electrodes and d is the distance between the electrodes (i.e., the
thickness of the ferroelectric film). Therefore, when we tune the relative permittiv-
ity, εr, as described in Section 1.2.2.2, the capacitance of the varactor tunes by a
proportional amount.
We note that the parallel-plate varactor provides a simple example, but at
microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies, planar capacitors and waveguides are
commonly used. These devices require only a top electrode layer which simplifies
fabrication, negates the need to contact the back electrode, and does not interfere
with lattice-matching between the film and substrate for epitaxial growth.
We can obtain tunable functionality in a device by incorporating these var-
actors. For example, a tunable delay line (comparable function to a tunable phase
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shifter) can be designed so that the delay time depends on the capacitance of a
varactor. As we tune the capacitance of the varactor with a DC voltage, the delay
time changes. This inter-dependence of device function and varactor capacitance
is the core operating principle of all ferroelectric-based tunable devices. Co-planar
waveguides, which we discuss in great detail in Chapter 2, can actually function as
tunable delay lines when patterned on a tunable thin film. For simplicity, we con-
sider a lossless section of waveguide (i.e., perfect conductors and lossless dielectric)








Here, dl represents some length of waveguide with an inductance L′ and tunable










where EDC is the DC field applied to induce tuning, l is the length of the delay line,
c0 is the speed of light in free space and εeff is the effective permittivity of the line.
As the relative permittivity of the tunable dielectric film is modified by an applied
DC electric field, the effective permittivity also changes by some proportional, but
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smaller amount. The change in effective permittivity in turn modifies the delay time
by ∆τ(EDC), taken relative to the delay time in the absence of the applied DC field.
The effective permittivity is a convolution of the permittivities of all the media
that comprise the waveguide (e.g., the tunable film, substrate, and air), and can be
approximated by simulation or conformal mapping.
Our example of a lossless delay line is simple, but illustrates some of the
most fundamental concepts of tunable RF devices. In reality, devices made of real
conductors and dielectrics are lossy. The figure of merit used to compare delay lines:
FOM ≈ tan δ
∆τ(EDC)
, (1.11)
drives home the importance of maximizing tunability and minimizing loss. As we
have mentioned throughout this chapter, reliable characterization of these quantities
is a requisite step to develop better tunable dielectric materials and devices. The next
chapter presents the characterization techniques we use to measure the broadband
dielectric properties of tunable thin films up to 110 GHz.
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Chapter 2
Relative permittivity characterization techniques for tunable thin
films from 100 Hz to 110 GHz
2.1 Overview
In Chapter 1, we discussed some fundamental aspects of tunable dielectric
materials and devices. We noted that accurate measurements of the relative permit-
tivity of thin films are crucial to design new microelectronics and efficiently search
for better materials. Especially at millimeter-wave frequencies, even simple mea-
surements can require expensive instrumentation, careful calibrations, and detailed
sample preparation to produce consistent results. Isolating the relative permittivity
of very thin films can prove particularly challenging, and characterization across a
broad range of frequencies and applied voltages is often needed to understand how
a material will perform in a real device.
In this chapter, we describe how we overcome many of these measurement
challenges and characterize the relative permittivity of thin films from 100 Hz to
110 GHz under a variety of operating conditions. We do this using on-wafer (i.e.,
microfabricated) capacitors and transmission lines, which enable consistent fabrica-
tion, robust calibration, and relatively simple analysis. In the next section, we will
compare on-wafer transmission line and capacitor measurements with some other
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popular characterization techniques, before moving on to describe our complete
measurement methodology.
2.1.1 Comparison of permittivity characterization techniques
The many forms, types, and applications of dielectric materials - from indus-
trial protective coatings and mineral oil-filled transformers to the tiniest transistors
- have led to an abundance of methods to characterize relative permittivity. Most
of these techniques involve using fixtures like resonant cavities [86], scanning probes
[87], lumped-element capacitors [88] or transmission lines [89] to determine how a
material-under-test interacts with electromagnetic fields. Ref. [42] provides an ex-
cellent introduction to many techniques and offers some guidance regarding their
benefits and drawbacks - with a particular focus on high-frequency measurements.
Here, we discuss a couple of the more common techniques.
Figure 2.1. There are many factors to consider when choosing the best dielectric
property characterization technique for an experiment. Highlighted in bold are fac-
tors that are relevant to our work.
The best characterization technique for a given experiment depends on a num-
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ber of aspects, like sample form factor, desired frequency and bandwidth, and di-
electric loss (Figure 2.1).
In our experiments, we are most concerned with measuring the broadband rel-
ative permittivity of tunable dielectric thin films up to millimeter-wave frequencies.
Thin films are special for two reasons. First, thin film synthesis techniques offer
a way to create novel materials that don’t form naturally. Second, modern micro-
electronics - the main application of tunable dielectrics - are constructed of thin
films. With telecommunications spanning frequencies from the hundreds of MHz to
the tens of GHz, broadband permittivity measurements have become especially im-
portant. Furthermore, observing how the permittivity changes with frequency can
reveal interesting materials behavior - like the timescales and mechanisms underly-
ing polarization [90].
Some measurement techniques meet our needs, others do not. Split-cylinder
(Figure 2.2) or other resonator techniques provide extremely accurate measurements
(within 1%) at GHz frequencies with minimal sample preparation. However, this
technique loses sensitivity when measuring lossy materials (e.g., tan δ > 0.02), and
the difficulty in quantifying the fractional volume of the thin film relative to a large
substrate can increase uncertainty. Perhaps most importantly, measurements are
restricted to discrete resonant frequencies dictated by the geometric dimensions of
the machined test fixtures.
Scanning-probe techniques (Figure 2.2) can also be used to measure relative
permittivity - and many other properties of materials [91, 92, 93, 94]. These mea-
surements are unique in that they can explore dielectric properties at the sub-micron
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Figure 2.2. Permittivity characterization techniques use a variety of test fixtures
for measurement. (left) The split-cylinder resonator technique. (center) A near-field
scanning probe system. (right) On-wafer permittivity characterization devices. Im-
ages in the left and center panels have been reproduced from Ref. [42].
scale. Generally, the primary test fixture consists of some type of resonator termi-
nated by a probe (e.g., AFM-style tip) [95]. When the probe tip is brought near
a dielectric material, coupling between the tip and sample modifies the effective
impedance of the probe tip, in turn perturbing the behavior of the resonator. The
complex permittivity of the material can be extracted by analyzing the shifts in res-
onant frequency and quality factor. These measurements are fast and achieve unpar-
alleled spatial resolution, but they are more limited in their ability to provide quan-
titative measurements at millimeter-wave frequencies [96]. Beyond approximately
10 GHz, the electrostatic approximation and lumped-element models used in the
measurement analysis can begin to break down. We discuss scanning probe mea-
surements further in Chapter 4, as these measurements were common in previous
studies of combinatorial tunable dielectric films.
On-wafer lumped-element capacitors are commonly used to measure the broad-
band permittivity of thin films up to a few GHz. Co-planar interdigital capacitors
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(IDCs, Figure 2.3) are patterned on the surface of a test sample and used to mea-
sure the in-plane components of the permittivity tensor. Thin film parallel-plate
capacitors like the one we described in Section 1.2.3.2 can be used to measure the
out-of-plane components. Capacitor measurements are relatively simple, but can
only be used up to at most a few GHz, at which point the test signal wavelengths
begin to approach the physical size of the IDCs. As a result, the device beings to
show distributed effects and the lumped-element approximation made in the analysis
becomes tenuous.
Figure 2.3. We use on-wafer interdigital capacitors (IDCs) and co-planar waveguides
(CPWs) to measure the relative permittivity of thin films from 100 Hz to 110 GHz.
Fortunately, on-wafer transmission line measurements begin to thrive in the
tens of MHz and can provide accurate results beyond 100 GHz. Co-planar waveg-
uides (CPWs, Figure 2.3) are a simple type of transmission line to fabricate and
measure [97]. We pattern CPWs directly on the thin film so that the permittivity
of the film will affect the propagation of an electromagnetic wave along the CPW.
CPW measurements are less sensitive than resonator measurements, since the prop-
agating wave typically transits the CPW once with minimal reflection, as opposed
to repeatedly passing through the material in a resonant cavity. As a result, mea-
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surements of materials with a loss tangent below approximately 0.005 are difficult
and can have large uncertainties. Since losses in tunable dielectrics tend to be quite
large, this is generally not an issue in our experiments.
While each technique has benefits, on-wafer IDC and CPW measurements are
an ideal way to characterize the broadband relative permittivity of thin films. It
is true that these devices lack the pinpoint accuracy of cavity resonators, the high
resolution of scanning probe techniques, and require significant sample preparation.
However, they enable simple, broadband, quantitative characterization of thin film
permittivity up to millimeter-wave frequencies under a range of operating conditions
(voltage, temperature, etc.). In the next section, we detail how we use IDCs and
CPWs to measure the permittivity of tunable dielectric thin films.
2.2 On-wafer thin film permittivity characterization with planar ca-
pacitors and transmission lines
Measuring the relative permittivity of a film from 100 Hz to 110 GHz requires
stitching together measurement data from multiple instruments and on-wafer de-
vices. It can be cumbersome to keep track of the many parts of this technique, so we
first provide an overview of our measurement procedure to illustrate how everything
fits together.
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2.2.1 Measurement technique overview
Assuming the measurement instrumentation (Section 2.2.2) is configured and
operating in a steady state, we first obtain the test samples and prepare them for
fabrication. We either grow our own thin films via pulsed laser deposition (PLD) or
receive films from collaborators that may be grown via other techniques. We then
fabricate the on-wafer test devices (Section 2.2.3) using the techniques described in
Appendix C. In addition to the thin film test samples, we also fabricate devices on a
“companion substrate” and if necessary, fabricate on-wafer calibration chips (Section
2.2.4.1). The companion substrate is simply a bare substrate of the same type that
the thin films are grown on. We use this additional test sample to characterize the
permittivity of the substrate material, characterize the conductor properties of the
test devices, and validate our finite element simulations.
Once the samples are prepared, we begin our measurements with calibrations
(Section 2.2.5). Calibrations are required because raw measurements include the
effects of all components in the measurement system like cables, connectors, and
probes, in addition to the test device. Calibrations allow us to account for the
unwanted effects and isolate the electrical behavior of our tiny on-wafer test device.
For these procedures, we use custom-fabricated on-wafer calibration chips like the
one shown in the right panel of Figure 2.2.
After calibration we measure the test samples, including the companion sub-
strate (Section 2.2.6). Briefly, we measure multiple IDCs with different lengths at
frequencies below approximately 100 MHz using the combination of an LCR meter
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and a vector network analyzer (VNA). Above 100 MHz, we use a VNA to measure
multiple CPWs with different lengths, and a “reflect” device, which we describe
later.
In the final stage, we analyze the calibrated test sample measurements to
extract the relative permittivity of the materials under test. The analysis for both
the CPW and IDC devices can be broken into two key steps. First, we calculate the
fundamental circuit parameters of the test devices from our measurements (Sections
2.2.6.1 and 2.2.6.2). Finally, we use finite element simulations (Section 2.2.7) of the
test devices to map those circuit parameters to the relative permittivity of the
constituent materials.
2.2.2 Measurement instrumentation
We perform all of our measurements on a probe station (example in Appendix
A). Samples are affixed to a temperature-controlled stage by vacuum to prevent
motion. We contact the on-wafer devices with ground-signal-ground (GSG) probes.
These probes act as a transition from coaxial cable to a planar three-pronged tip
that can connect directly to the on-wafer devices.
The probes are mounted on three-axis manipulators that enable precise align-
ment with the on-wafer devices. After making initial contact, we lower the probes
some additional amount to make the probe tips “skate” approximately 10 µm across
the device, which ensures consistent electrical contact. We use a video-enabled mi-
croscope to aid in probe alignment. Our IDCs and CPWs are all “two-port” devices
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and require two probes - one in contact with each side of the device. Two-port de-
vices enable measurement of both reflection and transmission of a test signal in the
forward (sourced from port 1) and reverse (sourced from port 2) directions.
There is no single test instrument that adequately covers our entire nine decade
measurable frequency bandwidth, so we combine several individual pieces of equip-
ment (Figure 2.4). We use two source-measure units (SMUs) to measure the DC
resistance of the test devices. DC resistance measurements are required for some
calibrations, enable us to determine the conductivity values of the gold layers to use
in our finite element models, and provide an early warning of bad measurements.
For example, an outlying DC resistance measurement typically indicates bad probe
contact or a defective device.
In the low-frequency (LF) regime from 100 Hz to 1 MHz we use an LCR meter,
which sources an AC voltage and measures the phase-sensitive voltage-to-current
ratio (the complex impedance) of the device under test (DUT). In our configuration,
the LCR meter calculates and records an equivalent capacitance and dissipation
factor of the device under test [98]. We use these quantities to obtain the complex
relative permittivity with minimal analysis.
In the radio-frequency (RF) regime from 1 MHz to approximately 100 MHz, we
use a four-sampler VNA which sources an AC signal and measures the Scattering (S-
) parameters. S-parameters are ratios of the quantities ai and bi, which represent the
incident and reflected/transmitted waves at port i, respectively. A full description
of how S-parameters are defined is included in Appendix B.
In the high-frequency (HF) regime from 100 MHz to 110 GHz, we again use
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Figure 2.4. Our typical measurement configuration includes two Source-Measure
Units (SMUs) for DC resistance measurements, an LCR meter for measurements
below 1 MHz, and one or two Vector Network Analyzers (VNAs) for measurements
up to 110 GHz. The SMU and LCR meter test signals are routed through the VNA
that is connected to the probes via phase-stable coaxial cables.
a VNA to measure S-parameters. We often perform the RF and HF measurements
with a single “broadband” VNA. This is a unified instrument which includes mul-
tiple sources and receivers for the different frequency regimes, as well as frequency-
doubling millimeter-wave extender heads that enable measurements up to 110 GHz.
In this work, the abbreviations LF, RF, and HF are simply used for clarity when
describing our different measurement frequency regimes, and are not related to In-
ternational Telecommunications Union (ITU) band designations.
Only one instrument can be connected directly to the probes. Typically, this
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will be the VNA that measures at the highest frequency. To minimize the number of
probe landings and tedium of performing our measurements, we connect the other
instruments to programmable switches. These switches route the test signals from
the SMUs, LCR meter, and any other instrument through the HF VNA which is
connected to the probes. Therefore, we only need one probe landing to measure a
DUT across the entire frequency range. The measurements are controlled with data
acquisition software written in LabView and Python. This software feeds measure-
ment settings to the instruments via a GPIB interface, starts the measurements,
and records the data.
2.2.3 On-wafer devices for permittivity characterization
Each calibration chip and test sample includes sets of CPWs and IDCs with
varying lengths. In this section we describe the structure of these devices and provide
some fundamental details related to their use.
2.2.3.1 Co-planar Waveguides (CPWs)
In this section, we describe four key topics related to our use of CPWs for
permittivity measurements. First, we describe the physical structure of the CPW.
Second, we present a circuit model which describes the behavior of the CPW. Third,
we detail how the circuit parameters in that model are linked to the properties of
the materials under test. Finally, we discuss a key quantity called the propagation
constant, γ, which describes how electromagnetic waves propagate in the CPW. Our
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technique involves extracting the material properties from measurements of γ, but
this is not discussed in detail until Section 2.2.6.1.
Figure 2.5 shows a picture and diagram of a typical on-wafer CPW. A CPW
is comprised of three conductors: a signal line (the “center conductor”), and two
ground planes separated from the center conductor by a gap. In all of our CPWs,
the center conductors are 20 µm wide. On the left and right sides of each CPW are
“landing pads”, which are the designated region where we connect the probes and are
highlighted in green in Figure 2.5. Each landing pad is 60 µm long and has alignment
marks in the ground planes to facilitate consistent probe placement. For the CPWs,
our calibrations set the measurement reference planes at the end of the landing
pads. We describe reference planes further in Section 2.2.5, but fundamentally, this
means that the electrical behavior of the landing pads, probes, etc. are accounted
for and removed by our calibrations. Between the reference planes, the CPW has an
invariant cross-section.
At low frequencies, lumped-element circuit models are often used to describe
electrical devices. A lumped-element model represents a device as a network of dis-
crete circuit elements (e.g., resistors, capacitors) connected by perfectly conducting
wires. Lumped-element approximations break down at high frequencies where short
signal wavelengths mean that voltages and currents vary spatially within a device.
In this case, we must use a distributed circuit model, which breaks the device into
a network of circuit elements representative of some infinitesimal section of the de-
vice. One of the benefits of using CPWs is their well-established distributed circuit
model.
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Figure 2.5. (top left) A plan-view image of a CPW with labels for several key parts of
the device. (top right) A diagram of a CPW with the distributed circuit model used
to describe transmission lines. (bottom) A cross-section diagram of the CPW which
highlights how the electric fields in the CPW interact with the adjacent dielectric
layers.
CPWs are a type of transmission line - a general term for any structure de-
signed to conduct high-frequency alternating current - so we use the common dis-









In this model, R′, L′, C ′, and G′ are respectively, the resistance, inductance,
capacitance and conductance per unit length of transmission line. These are the
“distributed circuit parameters” and they are frequency-dependent quantities. C ′
and G′ are particularly important because these two parameters are linked to the
relative permittivity of materials comprising the CPW structure.
The physical origins of the transmission line model are evident in the top right
panel of Figure 2.5. As a signal propagates along the center conductor, there is some
resistance and inductance per unit length governed by the conductor geometry and
the conductivity of the metals. The propagating signal also generates fluctuations
in the local charge density on the center conductor relative to the ground planes,
which is the origin of the electric fields illustrated in the bottom panel of Figure
2.5. Generally, C ′ is related to the charge stored between the center conductor and
ground planes, while G′ accounts for any leakage of charge between these conductors.
CPWs are designed to support the propagation of a quasi-TEM mode, in which
the electric and magnetic fields more or less form only in the transverse plane. As-
suming the propagation is quasi-TEM and the materials in the CPW structure have
a relative permeability, µr = 1, R
′ and L′ are determined only by the characteris-
tics of the conductor layers. On the other hand, C ′ and G′ are tied to the relative
permittivity of the substrate, film, and superstrate. The capacitance C ′ increases
proportionally with the real part of the relative permittivity (ε′), of these layers
like it would in any capacitor. The relationships between the circuit parameters and
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where ε′ and ε′′ are the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity, µ′ and µ′′ the
real and imaginary parts of the permeability, and e and h the electric and magnetic
fields, respectively. The subscripts t and z represent fields in the transverse (t) and
longitudinal (z) directions. Given our assumption of quasi-TEM mode propagation,
we neglect the latter term in the above expressions because the electric and magnetic
fields should have no longitudinal component.
Taking the distributed capacitance, C ′, as an example, we first note that our
CPW structures include a substrate, film, and air superstrate, each with their own
relative permittivity (i.e., εsub, εfilm, and εair). The electric fields are distributed
















We see here that the integrals represent the intensity of the electric fields in each
region of the CPW structure. We condense each integral into some filling factor, g
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that represents the ratio and distribution of the electric fields in each region:
C ′ = ε′sub · gsub + ε′film · gfilm + ε′air · gair. (2.3)
In practice, we use finite element simulations (Section 2.2.7) to generate a “mapping
function” which bundles these filling factors into a unified relationship between the
measured distributed capacitance, C ′, and the real part of the relative permittivity
of the various layers. Other approaches like the conformal mapping method (CMM)
perform a similar role.
We’ve just described how material properties are related to the circuit param-
eters used to describe the CPW. The propagation of a signal in the CPW is also
related to these same circuit parameters. This relationship is succinctly described
by Heaviside’s Telegrapher’s Equations, which are a formulation of Kirchoff’s laws
that were developed in the 1880s to describe signal propagation in trans-Atlantic
undersea cables [101]. One of the most important results of Heaviside’s work is the





G′ + iωC ′. (2.4)
The propagation constant, as it’s name implies, is a complex quantity that
defines the link between the distributed circuit parameters and the propagation of
an electromagnetic wave along the transmission line. Like the distributed circuit
parameters, R′, L′, C ′, and G′, γ also changes with frequency. Equation 2.4 is often
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simplified to:
γ = α + iβ, (2.5)
where α is called the attenuation constant, and β is called the phase constant.
Unsurprisingly, α describes the attenuation of the travelling wave per unit length
of transmission line in Nepers per meter, and β describes the amount of phase shift
accumulated per unit length of transmission line in radians per meter. Figure 2.6
illustrates the physical implications of α and β.
Figure 2.6. (left) α describes how the incident wave is attenuated as it travels along
a transmission line of length, l. (right) β describes the phase shift of the propagating
wave (dashed line) relative to the incident wave (i.e., if β = 0, solid line) as it travels
along a transmission line of length, l.
If we know the properties of the incident wave and the propagation constant,
we can estimate the voltage and current at any point along the transmission line.
For example, the voltage of a forward-travelling wave (propagating from port 1 to
port 2) in our transmission line is:
V (x) = |V +0 |e−γx, (2.6)
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or in the time domain:
V (x, t) = |V +0 |e−αx cos (ωt− βx+ φ), (2.7)
where |V +0 | is the initial voltage amplitude of the wave, x is the position of interest
along the transmission line, ω is frequency, and φ is the initial phase of the wave. We
see the role of α and β in describing the characteristics of the propagating wave quite
clearly in Equation 2.7. In practice, we must consider propagation in the forward
and reverse directions along our transmission lines, which accounts for effects like
reflection:
V (x) = |V +0 |e−γx + |V −0 |e+γx. (2.8)
Now, rather than consider some point x along our transmission line, if we
consider a signal that has been transmitted completely across a line of length l, we
write Equation 2.8 as:
V (l) = |V +0 |e−γl + |V −0 |e+γl. (2.9)
Equation 2.9 brings us to the transfer (T-) parameter description of a trans-
mission line. T-parameters are closely related to S-parameters (see Appendix B), but
are a more convenient formalism for certain applications, which we discuss further







where T11 describes the forward transmission from port 1 to port 2, and T22 the re-
verse. Fundamentally, our permittivity characterization approach involves using the
measured T-parameters (converted from S-parameters) of several CPW transmission
lines with different lengths to obtain γ via a special fitting algorithm.
As we saw in Equation 2.4 the distributed circuit parameters R′, L′, C ′ and G′,
are intimately related to γ. In our approach, we work backwards, using our measured
γ to determine the distributed circuit parameters and then use the circuit parameters
to find the relative permittivity. However, γ on its own is insufficient to isolate the
individual distributed circuit parameters R′, L′, C ′ and G′ from one another. There
are a variety of ways to solve this problem. If we know the characteristic impedance
of our CPWs, Zc, we can solve directly for R




G′ + iωC ′
. (2.11)
Unfortunately, while we can accurately measure γ, measurements of Zc are
more convoluted [102, 103]. Ultimately, we will use a different, more reliable ap-
proach to extract the circuit parameters C ′ and G′ from γ using finite element
simulations, rather than measurements of Zc. We describe that approach when we
discuss our measurement analysis in Section 2.2.6.1. For now, we set aside our the-
oretical discussion of the CPWs to explore some basic concepts of how we use IDCs
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for lower frequency measurements.
2.2.3.2 Planar Interdigital Capacitors (IDCs)
In this section, we describe three key topics related to our use of IDCs for
permittivity measurements below 100 MHz. First, we describe the physical struc-
ture of the IDC. Second, we present a circuit model which is representative of the
IDC. Third, we note the circuit parameters that we will analyze to find the relative
permittivity of the materials under test. The analysis itself is described in detail in
Section 2.2.6.2.
Figure 2.7 shows a picture and diagram of a typical IDC. On each side of an
IDC there is a feedline - a segment of CPW transmission line equivalent to half
the length of the “thru” (the shortest CPW), including landing pads. The feedlines
simplify calibration, which we discuss in Section 2.2.5. After the feedlines, the IDC
opens up into the interdigitated portion of the device. Here, the port 2 signal line
continues uninterrupted, forming the “inner conductor” of the IDC and the port 1
signal line (the “outer conductor”) forks into two fingers separated from the inner
conductor by a gap. The ground planes are skinnier in the interdigitated portion
of the IDC to accommodate the wide outer conductor. The gap between the outer
conductor and the ground planes should be several times wider than the gap between
the inner conductor and outer conductor to minimize parasitic capacitance between
the outer conductor and ground planes. The section of the device in which the inner
and outer conductors overlap is called the “active length”. We measure multiple
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IDCs with different active lengths, but the landing pads and feedlines are identical
in every IDC.
Figure 2.7. (left) A picture of a typical on-wafer IDC. (right) A diagram of the
interdigitated portion of the IDC, highlighting the active length region and the
π-network circuit model used to describe the IDCs.
Below 100 MHz our IDCs typically act as lumped-element circuits. That is
to say that the test signal wavelengths are long relative to the size of our IDCs so
voltages are effectively constant in the active length region. At higher frequencies,
the onset of distributed effects appears as an anomalous increase in the measured
capacitance of the IDC. Finite element simulations provide a simple way to antici-
pate the usable frequency range of an IDC. In the lumped-element regime, we model








This model is overlaid on the diagram in the right panel of Figure 2.7 to high-
light its physical origins. The lumped series admittance between the inner and outer
conductors is YS,IDC . YG1 and YG2 represent lumped shunt admittances between the
signal lines and ground planes on the port 1 and port 2 sides, respectively. If the
interdigitated portion of the IDC is well-isolated from the ground planes, YG1 and
YG2 should be small.
The first goal in our IDC measurements is to determine the lumped series ad-
mittance, YS,IDC which is comprised of the conductance, GIDC , and the capacitance,
CIDC :
YS,IDC = GIDC + iωCIDC . (2.12)
YS,IDC is proportional to the active length of the IDCs. In our analysis, we will use
this relationship to estimate the capacitance and conductance per unit length of the
active length region of the IDCs, C ′IDC and G
′
IDC . These quantities are analogous to
C ′ and G′ of the CPWs and can likewise be used to calculate the relative permittivity
of the substrate and thin film materials as we will describe in Section 2.2.6.2.
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2.2.3.3 Calibration-specific devices
Other than CPWs and IDCs, there are a few more devices that we need for
certain calibration procedures. The most notable of these devices are the short-
circuit reflect, series resistor, series capacitor, and series open calibration standards,
which we label S1, Rs, Cs, and Os, respectively. These devices are shown in Figure
2.8.
Figure 2.8. Notable calibration-specific devices, including the short-circuit reflect
(S1), series resistor (Rs), series capacitor (Cs), and series open (Os). The red dashed
lines indicate the default reference planes.
These devices are modifications of the shortest CPW transmission line (labeled
L1), which itself acts as a “thru” calibration standard. A thru is a direct connection
between the port 1 and port 2 reference planes that is modeled by perfect transmis-
sion. As a reminder, the reference planes can be thought of as the physical point at
which the calibration is being performed. Everything “behind” the reference planes
(between the VNA output port and the reference plane) will be accounted for by
the calibration. The default reference planes are located at the center of the thru.
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To form the other calibration standards, we bisect the thru at the reference planes
into right and left halves, and insert a known circuit between each half.
For the short-circuit reflect standard (S1), we insert a large Au patch that
shorts the center conductor of the CPW to the ground plane. In theory, this standard
provides perfect reflection of the incident wave (with an inverted phase). The gold
patch is at least 200 µm wide in our devices to limit unwanted transmission from
port 1 to port 2.
For the series resistor standard (Rs), we split the two halves of the thru and
separate them by 10 µm. Between these halves, we replace the Au center conductor
with a small embedded PdAu resistor with a DC resistance typically ranging from
40 Ω to 150 Ω. The ground planes are continuous between both halves of the device.
This standard acts as a known load between port 1 and port 2, and is used for the
aptly named series resistor calibration. The series capacitor (Cs) is identical to the
series resistor standard, but is missing the embedded PdAu resistor.
The series open standard (Os) is very similar to the series capacitor, but the
two halves of the device are separated by at least 40 µm, to minimize any coupling
from one port to the other. Like the short-circuit reflect, this standard theoretically
acts as a perfect reflect, but does not affect phase.
2.2.4 On-wafer device layouts and patterns
We arrange the CPWs, IDCs, and other devices into concise patterns for fabri-
cation. In this section we note some important details related to the devices included
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on calibration chips and test samples, and how they are configured.
2.2.4.1 Calibration chips
Like their name implies, calibration chips hold our custom-fabricated on-wafer
calibration standards. We typically make calibration chips from 2” or 3” wafers. A
wafer can produce seven to fifteen 12 mm x 12 mm calibration chips, with each chip
containing anywhere from 60 to 100 on-wafer calibration standards. We always use
low-loss substrates with a constant relative permittivity near the relative permittiv-
ity of the test samples. The large number of devices enables a variety of calibrations
and increases the longevity of a calibration chip. We show a typical calibration
chip in Figure 2.9, and highlight relevant calibrations that can be performed with
different combinations of devices.
The most notable devices on the calibration chip are those used to perform
the multiline TRL, series resistor, and LCR meter open-short calibrations, which
we explain in Section 2.2.5. Since calibration chips include resistors, at least two
fabrication layers are required.
For the multiline Thru-Reflect-Line (TRL) calibration, we include six to nine
CPW transmission lines with unique lengths, and a short-circuit reflect (S1). Al-
though a regular TRL calibration can be performed with only two CPWs and the
reflect, increasing the number of CPWs and performing multiline TRL reduces un-
certainty by providing more independent measurements. The CPW transmission
lines are labeled L1, L2, L3, etc. in order of increasing length.
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Figure 2.9. A typical calibration chip with highlighted regions showing the different
calibrations that can be performed. Non-highlighted regions hold duplicate devices
for redundancy.
For the series resistor calibration, we include a series resistor (Rs) and series
capacitor (Cs) in addition to the thru (L1) and short-circuit reflect (S1) devices
from the multiline TRL set. Finally, for the LCR meter calibration, we add a series
open (Os). We also include standards to perform on-wafer Open-Short-Load-Thru
(OSLT) calibrations which we use to manually extract switch terms (see Appendix
B) if measuring with an older three-sampler VNA. We also include a set of IDCs,
which are not used for calibration, but rather to obtain a rudimentary measurement
of the calibration chip’s substrate permittivity, if desired.
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2.2.4.2 Test samples
Test samples are more simple than calibration chips and only require a sin-
gle conductor layer. Each test sample includes at least four IDCs with unique active
lengths for measurements below 100 MHz and multiple CPW transmission lines with
unique lengths for measurements from 100 MHz to 110 GHz. The multiple trans-
mission lines are again for multiline TRL, which is how we obtain the propagation
constant, γ, of the CPWs on the test sample. An image of a test sample is shown
in Figure 2.10.
Most test samples are smaller than calibration chips, so we cannot include as
many devices. Generally, we will fit five to seven CPWs on a test sample. As we
mentioned earlier, more CPWs improves the accuracy of the multiline TRL result.
That said, we must balance this with the cost of space on the test sample and the
time to measure each device. Typically, the longest CPW will span the full pattern-
able width of the sample, but the remaining CPW lengths are arbitrary. That said,
certain line lengths can improve the accuracy with which multiline TRL calculates γ.
Multiline TRL works by comparing measurements of two CPW transmission lines
with different lengths, but the algorithm is ill-conditioned when the difference in
the accumulated phase between the two measurements is near multiples of 180◦ (see
Eqn. 51 in Ref. [104]). The measured phase changes with line length and frequency.
We are often trying to optimize combinations of six or more lines across a wide
frequency range. As such, we use a simple Monte Carlo search to find line lengths
that minimize the expected uncertainty when provided with a few experimental
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parameters like substrate permittivity, frequency range, chip size, etc.
Figure 2.10. A test sample with the IDCs and CPWs highlighted. Additional devices
are for redundancy or other experiments.
Device geometries and layouts are often unique to a specific experiment. For
example, in order to measure a very thin film, we may use narrow gaps between the
center conductor and ground planes of the CPWs to localize more of the electric
field in a shallower region. This increases sensitivity to the thin film properties at the
cost of increased relative uncertainty in the device dimensions. For materials with
anisotropic permittivity, we need to use special bi-directional test patterns to mea-




After preparing the calibration chips and test samples, we begin our measure-
ments, starting with the calibration procedures. We need to perform calibrations
because our test signals must pass through several lengths of coaxial cable, connec-
tors, and the GSG probes before arriving at our relatively tiny on-wafer IDCs and
CPWs. As a result, the electrical properties of the on-wafer device are “embedded”
in the raw measurement data - convolved with the attenuation, phase shift, and
reflections from all of the other components. Little useful information about the
on-wafer devices can be obtained without first calibrating and correcting the raw
data. Figure 2.11 illustrates the difference between raw and corrected S-parameter
data.
Figure 2.11. Calibrations allow us to “de-embed” the S-parameters of our on-wafer
device (here, a 620 µm-long CPW transmission line) by correcting for the unwanted
effects of cables, connectors, and probes that are included in the raw measurement
data.
Fundamentally, all calibrations involve measuring a series of calibration stan-
dards with known or predictable properties. Deviation between the measured be-
havior and the expected behavior is used to build an “error model” that corrects
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for the deviation. By correcting raw measurements with the error model, we remove
the unwanted effects and isolate the properties of the device itself. The number and
type of calibration standards required depends on the calibration procedure.
We use an eight-term error model for four-sampler VNAs [105]. In general, it is
easier to understand and perform the calibrations using the T-parameter formalism
(see Appendix B for conversion from S-parameters to T-parameters). T-parameters
are convenient for calibration purposes because they allow us to break a large sys-
tem into its constituent parts and represent each part with a unique T-matrix. For
example, we represent the cables, connectors, and probes connected to port 1 as the
T-matrix [X], the same items on port 2 as [Y], and the on-wafer device connected
in between as [T]:
Mathematically, when we “cascade” (i.e., multiply) the T-matrices [X], [T],
and [Y], we obtain a T-matrix that represents the whole system, [M]. The T-matrix
[M] happens to correspond to the raw measurement made by the VNA:
[M] = [X][T][Ȳ], (2.13)
where the overbar on [Ȳ] reflects the fact that [Y] was originally defined to cascade
from right-to-left. The eight-term error model gets its name from the fact that there
are eight error coefficients: the elements of the 2 x 2 matrices [X] and [Y], which
we call the “error boxes” or “error matrices”. The goal of our calibrations is to “fill
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in” the error boxes so we can de-embed the T-parameters that describe the DUT,
[T], in the following manner:
[T] = [X]−1[M][Ȳ]−1. (2.14)
Measurements of known calibration standards are used to obtain the error boxes.
The geometry of the calibration standards defines some reference plane, which can
be thought of as the “end” of the error boxes. That is to say that the error boxes
account for the electrical characteristics of everything between the VNA output
ports and the reference planes. We noted the location of our typical reference planes
on the CPWs and IDCs in Figures 2.5 and 2.7, respectively. Therefore, the corrected
T-matrix [T] represents only the portion of the device between the reference planes.
2.2.5.1 Calibration from 100 MHz to 110 GHz
From 100 MHz to 110 GHz, we use a combination of two calibrations: the series
resistor calibration [106] implemented as described in Ref. [107], and the multiline
TRL calibration [104], implemented as described in Ref. [108]. These calibrations
complement each other. The series resistor calibration is a simple, three-standard
calibration with better repeatability relative to multiline TRL below 1 GHz. In
addition to defining a set of error boxes, the series resistor calibration can be used
to estimate two useful quantities: the mean capacitance per unit length (C ′0) and the
characteristic impedance of the CPW transmission lines. Multiline TRL, on the other
hand, is widely regarded as the most accurate way to determine the propagation
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constant of on-wafer CPWs at millimeter-wave frequencies.
All of the standards we need for these calibrations are contained on the cal-
ibration chips. Our first step is to measure and correct for the “switch terms” as
described in Ref. [105]. Switch terms account for the change in the internal electrical
characteristics of the VNA when it switches the signal source between port 1 and
port 2. With a four-sampler VNA, we can compute the switch terms directly from
measurements of the thru (L1) (see Appendix B).
Next, we measure the remaining transmission lines (L2, L3, ... Ln) and the
short-circuit reflect (S1) for the multiline TRL calibration. The minutiae of multi-
line TRL are numerous, so we refer the reader to Refs. [104, 108, 109] which discuss
the theory and implementation of multiline TRL. At its most basic, multiline TRL
compares the measured T-matrices [Ti] and [Tj] of two transmission lines Li and
Lj, which are identical except for their lengths, Li and Lj. So long as the mea-
surement instrumentation is not reconfigured, the error boxes are identical in both
measurements, and we can create some T-matrix [Tij] representing a line of length






Multiline TRL uses the eigenvalues of [Tij] to compute γ for the CPWs, and
most of the elements of the error matrices [X] and [Y]. In theory, we could ac-
complish this with only the thru and one longer line (TRL instead of multiline
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TRL). However, as we mentioned in Section 2.2.4.2 the additional lines increase
the number of independent measurements and limit the frequencies where the prob-
lem is ill-conditioned. Both of these aspects serve to reduce the uncertainty in the
extracted γ. Finally, the reflect standard (S1) is used to determine the remaining
two unknown elements of the error matrices, effectively defining the location of the
reference planes.
We use the NIST StatistiCal software package [110] to implement multiline
TRL. This software employs orthogonal distance regression and a weighting scheme
to weight the most well-conditioned combinations of transmission lines for a given
frequency. StatistiCal returns the values for γ and the error boxes when provided
with the switch-term corrected S-parameters and lengths of the CPWs. These out-
puts are accompanied by 95% confidence intervals generated from the covariance
matrix, under the assumption that uncertainties are uncorrelated between measure-
ments of two different lines [104].
Multiline TRL calibrates our data relative to the characteristic impedance Zc
of the CPW transmission lines, which is often different than the 50 Ω reference
impedance of the VNA (ZREF ). There is some “impedance transformer” (a cascade
matrix that accounts for impedance mismatch - see Appendix B) bundled into the
error boxes [X] and [Y], but we don’t actually know Zc. The series resistor calibra-
tion [106] uses a calibration standard with a known load impedance to estimate Zc
of the CPW transmission lines. For a series resistor calibration, we measure the Rs,
Cs, and S1 devices, and perform the calibration as described in Ref. [107], using the
DC resistance of the Rs standard as the approximate load impedance. The series
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resistor calibration also generates a set of error boxes which can be used in place of
those obtained from multiline TRL.
The last step in our calibrations from 100 MHz to 110 GHz is to translate our
reference planes from the center of the thru (L1) to the end of the landing pads.
We use γ from multiline TRL and Zc from the series resistor calibration to generate
a T-matrix (and impedance transformer, if necessary) that represents a section of
transmission line equal in length to the distance between the center of the thru and
the landing pads (Equation 2.10). Cascading this T-matrix with the error boxes
moves the reference planes to our desired location, the end of the landing pads. This
step helps to limit pad capacitance errors when the calibration chip and test samples
have different substrate permittivities.
2.2.5.2 Calibration from 1 MHz to 100 MHz
We also use the series resistor calibration to correct our measurements span-
ning from 1 MHz to 100 MHz. The multiline TRL algorithm is ill-conditioned at
these frequencies because the long signal wavelengths produce very little phase dif-
ference over the lengths of the CPWs. However, after de-embedding with the error
boxes from the series resistor calibration, we can reliably fit the S-parameters of
long CPW transmission lines in this frequency range to a transmission line model
as described in Ref. [111]. A good fit allows us to directly extract the distributed
circuit parameters (R′, L′, C ′, and G′), thereby obtaining γ and Zc from Equations
2.4 and 2.11. This approach is more reliable for bare substrates with constant ca-
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pacitance and negligible loss, so C ′ and G′ can be fixed during the first iteration of
fitting. We typically use a measurement of the longest line on the calibration chip
for this purpose. The distributed circuit parameters can be used to generate γ and
then translate reference planes if desired.
2.2.5.3 Calibration from 100 Hz to 1 MHz
We calibrate the LCR meter for our measurements from 100 Hz to 1 MHz
with an built-in open-short calibration designed to account for the impedance of the
cables, switches, and probes. The LCR meter automatically performs the calibration
across all measurement frequencies. After calibration, the LCR meter applies the
correction and outputs calibrated data. We refer the reader to Ref. [112] for more
detailed information on LCR meter calibrations and measurements.
We configure the LCR meter to measure the series capacitance between the
inner and outer conductors of the IDCs. This means that the circuit is connected
via the two signal prongs of the GSG probes. Therefore, we use the series open (Os)
as the open circuit standard for calibration, and the thru (L1) as the short circuit.
These standards set the reference planes at the center of the thru, which corresponds
to the end of the IDC feedlines as shown in Figure 2.7.
2.2.6 Test sample measurement and analysis
Once the calibrations are complete, we measure the companion substrate and
thin film test samples. A concise description of the analysis detailed below and the
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propagation of uncertainty in measurement is included in Appendix B. We also
demonstrate this approach with real measurements of a dielectric thin film in Chap-
ter 3.
2.2.6.1 Measurement and analysis of CPWs
For each test sample, we measure the S-parameters of all CPW transmission
lines and the short-circuit reflect (S1) from 100 MHz to 110 GHz. Using the error
boxes obtained from our calibrations, we correct the raw S-parameters measure-
ments of the CPWs, and then use the corrected S-parameters to perform multiline
TRL. This provides an accurate measurement of the propagation constant, γ, of the
transmission lines on the test sample.
Our first goal in the analysis is to isolate the distributed capacitance and
conductance, C ′ and G′, from γ. As we saw in Equation 2.1, these circuit parameters
are linked to the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity. If we know














There are two primary approaches to find R′ and L′. In some cases, we can
use the quantities R′sub and L
′
sub from measurements on the companion substrate
to extract C ′ and G′ for the test samples with thin films as described in Ref. [41].
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It is easier to find R′sub and L
′
sub for the companion substrate since we specifically
choose substrates that will have a constant distributed capacitance and negligible
conductance (i.e., C ′sub = constant, G
′
sub ≈ 0). However, this approach is predicated
on the assumption that the dimensions and properties of the devices on the compan-
ion substrate and thin film test samples are perfectly identical. We have observed
that sample-to-sample variation in the device dimensions is rarely negligible and
therefore can distort the resulting C ′ and G′ values.
In general, we can obtain a better result by using simulated values of the dis-
tributed resistance and inductance, R′sim and L
′
sim, to extract C
′ and G′ from γ. We
use 2D finite element simulations to generate these quantities (Section 2.2.7). The
advantage of using simulations is that we generate unique R′sim and L
′
sim values that
represent the unique devices on each test sample, based on that sample’s measured
dimensions and conductor properties. Thus, we do not need to assume that the de-
vices on the thin film samples are identical to those on the companion substrate.
We perform a frequency sweep simulation to obtain the frequency-dependent R′sim
and L′sim values and then extract C
′ and G′ as described in Equation 2.16.
Once we have found C ′ and G′, we are close to determining the real and
imaginary parts of the relative permittivity. As we discussed in Section 2.2.3.1,
there is some “mapping function” based on the electric field configuration and device
geometry that describes the relationship between the material properties and the
distributed circuit parameters. If we know this function, f , and measure C ′, we can
determine ε′:
ε′ = f(C ′). (2.17)
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We use the mapping functions with our measured C ′ and G′ values to obtain
our final result: the real (ε′) and imaginary (ε′′) parts of the relative permittivity
from 100 MHz to 110 GHz, as well as the loss tangent (tan(δ) = ε′′/ε′). Finite
element modeling provides a fast and reliable means to obtain the mapping function,
especially since we have already constructed models of our devices to find R′sim
and L′sim. We describe the process of obtaining the thin film permittivity mapping
functions from simulation in Section 2.2.7 and demonstrate the implementation with
real measurements in Chapter 3.
2.2.6.2 Measurement and analysis of IDCs
Next, we measure all of the IDCs on the test samples using the LCR meter
(100 Hz to 1 MHz) and a VNA (1 MHz to 100 MHz). Although the latter portion
of the analysis is identical for both frequency regimes, we must initially consider the
measurements from the two instruments separately, since the process to obtain the
lumped series admittance of the IDCs, YS,IDC , is different for each instrument.
The lumped series admittance YS,IDC is easily obtained from the LCR meter
which provides the corrected frequency-dependent capacitance CIDC and dissipation
factor D, for each measured IDC:
YS,IDC = D · ωCIDC + iωCIDC . (2.18)
The process to obtain YS,IDC from the VNA measurements from 1 MHz to 100
MHz is slightly different. First, we measure the raw S-parameters of the IDCs and
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correct them with the error boxes obtained from the calibrations described in Section
2.2.5.2. We then convert the corrected S-parameters to admittance (Y-) parameters
(see Appendix B). A π-network circuit like the one we use to model the IDCs (Section
2.2.3.2) is described by the following 2 x 2 admittance (Y-) matrix:
[YIDC ] =
YG1 + YS,IDC −YS,IDC
−YS,IDC YG2 + YS,IDC
 , (2.19)
where YG1 and YG2 are the lumped shunt admittances on the port 1 and port 2 sides,
respectively. The off-diagonal elements of the Y-matrix above hold our quantity of
interest, YS,IDC . As such, we can take either Y12 or Y21, which should be equivalent,
to be the lumped series admittance of the IDC, YS,IDC .
At this point, we have obtained the corrected YS,IDC from 100 Hz to 100 MHz,
and analyze the measurements from the LCR meter and VNA together. We recall
that YS,IDC is comprised of a lumped conductance and lumped capacitance between
the inner and outer conductors of the measured IDC:
YS,IDC = GIDC + iωCIDC . (2.20)
Similar to the CPW devices, the circuit parameters CIDC and GIDC are linked
to the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity, respectively. However,
in the CPW case, we analyzed the distributed circuit parameters C ′ and G′, which
represented the capacitance and conductance per unit length. In the IDCs, CIDC
and GIDC describe the total lumped capacitance and conductance of each measured
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IDC.
In theory, it is possible to use CIDC and GIDC from a single measured IDC to
determine the relative permittivity of a thin film. However, reducing CIDC and GIDC
to analogous per unit length quantities simplifies our analysis and improves accuracy.
We isolate the capacitance and conductance per unit length (C ′IDC and G
′
IDC) of
the active length region of the IDC by measuring multiple IDCs with different active
lengths. Measuring multiple unique IDCs provides more independent measurements
which reduces uncertainty. Also, the active length region has an invariant cross-
section, which allows us to use 2D finite element simulations to map C ′IDC and
G′IDC to the material properties like we do for the CPWs.
As we mentioned in Section 2.2.3.2, all of the IDCs on a test sample are
identical, except for the change in active length. With this in mind, we break YS,IDC
into two parts:
YS,IDC = Y0 + l · Y ′l . (2.21)
where Y0 is some offset that accounts for admittance in parts of the IDC like the
finger ends and region where the port 1 center conductor forks into two fingers.
Since these sections do not change from device-to-device, the admittance Y0 should
be constant across all of the IDCs. In Equation 2.21, l is the active length of the
measured IDC, and Y ′l is the admittance per unit length of the active length region.
We determine Y ′l from the slope of the line obtained by measuring YS,IDC for all of
the IDCs with different active lengths on a test sample, as illustrated in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12. We measure multiple IDCs with different active lengths, and use the
relationship between the admittance, YS,IDC , and the active length to determine
the admittance per unit length of the active length region, Y ′l . We do this at every
frequency point, fn.
Next, we consider the components of Y ′l :










G′IDC = <[Y ′l ].
(2.23)
Armed with the capacitance and conductance per unit length, C ′IDC and G
′
IDC ,
we are close to calculating the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity.
Just like we did for the CPW transmission lines, we use a 2D finite element model
of the active length region to develop a mapping function, fIDC , that relates the
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and likewise for the imaginary part of the permittivity.
2.2.7 Finite-element modeling (FEM)
We’ve seen throughout this chapter that finite element simulations form an in-
tegral part of our permittivity measurement technique – both to obtain the requisite
distributed circuit parameters and map those parameters to material properties.
Figure 2.13. (left) We create finite element models of the on-wafer devices for our
analysis. (center) The solver refines the mesh until the solution converges. (right)
The electric fields are strongest in and around the gaps between the center conductor
and ground planes of the CPWs.
We primarily use 2D finite element simulations, which are ideal for our needs.
In addition to being faster than 3D simulations, the 2D solvers use discrete approxi-
mations of Maxwell’s equations to directly report the distributed circuit parameters
for a simulated device cross-section. This is ideal, because we can relate the simu-
lated circuit parameters directly to our measured circuit parameters with minimal
analysis. Furthermore, the convergence criteria, which ultimately controls how finely
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the model is broken up into discrete elements, can based on these circuit parameter
values, to minimize convergence error in our results. For example, the software will
iteratively refine and solve the model until consecutive passes produce a value for
C ′ that is within 0.5 % of the previous solution.
Our ability to use finite element simulations relies on a few key assumptions.
First, to use any finite element model, the simulated structures must accurately
represent our real test devices. We ensure this by constructing our models with the
measured dimensions for the devices on each test sample. We validate our models
by comparing the simulated circuit parameters to the circuit parameters of the
CPWs on the companion substrate. Second, 2D simulations are limited to studying
TEM mode propagation. Modes with a significant longitudinal component require
3D simulations for proper analysis. The quasi-TEM approximation appears to be
valid in our measured frequency range, and this approximation is critical throughout
our use and analysis of the CPW transmission lines (for example, when we simplify
Equation 2.1). Preliminary modeling of our CPW structures with both 3D finite
element and finite difference time domain (FDTD) techniques have suggested that
above 100 GHz a mode with a weak longitudinal component may begin to appear in
cases where the substrate and superstrate have significantly different permittivity.
While this did not appear to be a concern in our measured frequency range (< 1
% the strength of the TEM mode), this is something to consider as we explore
advancing our measurements to 145 GHz and beyond.
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2.2.7.1 Resistance (R′) and inductance (L′) simulations
As described above, 2D finite element simulations provide a convenient and
accurate way to obtain the distributed resistance and inductance, R′sim and L
′
sim,
which we use to extract C ′ and G′ from measurements of γ at high frequencies. We
create a unique model for each test sample (Figure 2.13), incorporating the actual
measured dimensions of the devices on that sample and the conductor properties
measured via DC resistance measurements. We first model the CPW transmission
lines on the companion substrate and use this case to verify that the simulated
R′sim and L
′
sim for the substrate match the R
′ and L′ values that we obtain from
the measured γ and estimated Zc (Equation B.10). As a reminder, we can more
confidently estimate the R′ and L′ values for the companion substrate, because we
choose substrate materials that will produce a constant C ′, and negligible G′. Figure
2.14 shows ideal agreement between the simulated and estimated R′, which validates
our model.
Modeling the other test samples typically requires only small, but non-
negligible, perturbations of the geometric dimensions and conductor properties, so
we use the validated model of the companion substrate as our starting point. R′ and
L′ have frequency-dependence due to the skin effect, so our simulations include a
frequency sweep spanning our measured frequency range. We consider the simula-
tion to have converged when the values of the circuit parameters change less than
0.5 % per pass across three passes. The simulation mesh (Figure 2.13) is refined by
30 % with each pass until it is sufficiently dense for the solution to converge.
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Figure 2.14. The simulated R′ agrees quite well with the value estimated from mea-
surement, indicating the validity of our 2D finite element model of the CPW trans-
mission lines.
2.2.7.2 Capacitance (C ′) and conductance (G′) simulations
In addition to using our finite element models to obtain the distributed resis-
tance and inductance, we also use these models to develop the mapping functions
relating the distributed capacitance and conductance of the thin film and substrate
to the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity.
We again start with simulations of the companion substrate to find the relative
permittivity of the substrate material. This step is crucial, because we will use the
substrate permittivity we calculate here as the substrate permittivity value for the
simulations of the thin film test samples. An incorrect substrate permittivity can
significantly skew the result for the permittivity of the thin film layer. Fortunately,
this process is rather simple. We begin with the the validated simulation that we
used to generate R′sim and L
′
sim for the companion substrate. We then perform a
parametric sweep in which we analyze the simulation repeatedly with a range of
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substrate permittivity values. We compare the simulated distributed capacitance
values (C ′sim) with the measured mean distributed capacitance of the companion
substrate, C ′0, to determine the permittivity of the substrate, and use this value in
our remaining simulations.
Developing the mapping function to determine the permittivity of the thin film
layers of the test samples is a similar process. This time, we hold the substrate con-
stant and sweep the relative permittivity values of the thin film layer. We compare
the simulated distributed capacitance, C ′sim, with the relative permittivity values we
swept in the simulation. We typically observe a linear increase in capacitance with
increasing thin film permittivity, which indicates that the distribution of the electric
fields is relatively constant (Figure 2.15). There can be some deviation in this trend
when the permittivity of the simulated thin film is near or less than the substrate
permittivity. The tunable dielectric films we study tend to have large permittivity
values, so we are almost always mapping in the linear regime. The relationship be-
tween the permittivity and capacitance can be modeled many ways, but we usually
model it with a line, for simplicity and to facilitate error propagation. In this case,
the mapping function becomes:
ε′ = a1(C
′) + a2, (2.25)
where we determine the mapping coefficients a1 and a2 from fitting. We can either
map using the total measured capacitance, C ′tot, or the portion of the capacitance
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attributable to the thin film, C ′film, where:
C ′film = C
′
tot − C ′sub. (2.26)
While the results are approximately the same, mapping with C ′film can be ad-
vantageous in that subtracting the measured substrate capacitance C ′sub can remove
some systematic noise from the measurements. In this case, the mapping coefficient
a2 will approximately be the substrate permittivity. In practice, the mapping coef-
ficient a1 is the same for the function relating C
′ to ε′ and for the function relating
G′ to ε′′, which is not necessarily surprising in light of Equation 2.1. The latter
mapping function generally has a2 = 0, though, considering the boundary condition
that G′ = 0 corresponds to no dielectric loss (ε′′ = 0). This can also be verified by
sweeping the loss tangent of the film in simulation. Once we have obtained a valid
mapping function, we apply it to our measured circuit parameters to obtain the
permittivity. This process is illustrated by Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15. We use finite element modeling to obtain a mapping function relating
the measured C ′ and G′ to the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity,
respectively.
Regarding the IDC mapping functions, the process is much the same. We
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model the IDC using measured dimensions, and validate the model by comparing
the resulting IDC and CPW substrate permittivities. In practice, the slope of the
IDC and CPW mapping functions are nearly identical for a given film thickness and
conductor geometry.
2.2.8 Electric-field tunability measurements
When testing tunable dielectric materials, one of the most important properties
to characterize is the relative tunability. We perform the tunability measurements
like we would any other permittivity measurement, but with the addition of a con-
trollable DC bias voltage applied between the center conductor and ground planes
of the CPWs. This voltage generates a DC electric field that causes the permittivity
of the tunable thin film to change as we described in Chapter 1.
We must modify the measurement setup slightly to enable the application of
the DC bias voltage (see Appendix A). Naturally, we must add a voltage source to
the measurement setup. To combine the DC voltage with our measurement signal,
we insert bias tees between the output ports of the VNA and the coaxial cables
leading to the GSG probes. Other than the output leading to the probe, the bias
tees have a capacitive arm (connected to the VNA) and an inductive arm (connected
to the voltage source). The capacitive arm passes the AC signal to and from the
VNA, but protects the VNA from the applied voltage. The inductive arm does
the opposite. Due to the bandwidth limitations of the bias tees, we only perform
the electric-field-dependent permittivity measurements in the HF frequency regime,
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from 100 MHz to 40 GHz. Similarly, we are limited to maximum applied voltages of
+/- 200 V.
With this measurement configuration, we perform our calibrations and test
measurements as we normally would. However, when we contact the CPWs on the
test samples, we also run a subroutine which sweeps through a range of applied DC
voltages, and performs an S-parameter measurement at each voltage step. We always
sweep up to our maximum desired DC voltage, down to the minimum voltage (i.e.
same magnitude as maximum voltage but opposite polarity), and then back up to
the maximum voltage before sweeping back to no applied voltage. This allows us to
trace out a full hysteresis loop, if the material under test displays hysteretic behavior.
Figure 2.16 illustrates how we use these measurements to build a comprehensive
picture of the frequency- and field-dependent properties of the tunable dielectric
thin films we study.
Figure 2.16. A measurement of the permittivity of a tunable dielectric thin film from
1 GHz to 40 GHz, spanning applied fields from −75 kV cm−1 to 75 kV cm−1 .
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2.3 Outlook
In this chapter, we discussed some of the many techniques for measuring the
permittivity of materials, and motivated our use of on-wafer IDCs and CPWs to
measure the broadband permittivity of thin films. We then described the measure-
ment methodology we use to determine the permittivity of thin films from 100 Hz
to 110 GHz. We detailed notable aspects of the measurement instrumentation, on-
wafer devices, calibrations, and simulations. A concise description of the analysis
procedure, including propagation of uncertainties is included in Appendix B, and
the next chapter demonstrates the application of our techniques to measure the
relative permittivity of a homogeneous, single-composition dielectric thin film.
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Chapter 3
Broadband permittivity characterization of a homogeneous dielectric
thin film
3.1 Overview
This chapter serves mainly as a demonstration of the on-wafer broadband per-
mittitivty characterization techniques we presented in Chapter 2. Here, we measure
the relative permittivity of a homogeneous tunable dielectric thin film from 100 Hz
to 110 GHz using IDCs and CPWs patterned on the film surface. We begin with this
simple case to familiarize the reader with the practical execution of these measure-
ments before we move on to study more complex and interesting systems, including
composition-spread thin films in Chapter 4 and strain-engineered superlattice thin
films in Chapter 5.
3.1.1 Material under test: Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
For this demonstration, we grew and measured a Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film. Like
the BaTiO3 we examined in Figure 1.1 when discussing the fundamental concepts
of ferroelectricity, Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 is a perovskite ferroelectric. In Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3, half
of the Ba2+ ions on the corner sites are randomly substituted with slightly smaller
Sr2+ ions, as we show in Figure 3.1.
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We chose to measure this material due to its significant role in microwave
tunable dielectrics research. The (Ba,Sr)TiO3 system has received a lot of attention
due to its beneficial balance of tunability and loss tangent, and ability to use the
Ba/Sr ratio to control the paraelectric-ferroelectric transition temperature [27, 32].
Chapters 4 and 5, which include studies of various (Ba,Sr)TiO3-based materials
provide more information on this system.
Figure 3.1. (left) The BaTiO3 unit cell. (right) The Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 unit cell, showing
the random substitution of some Ba2+ ions with Sr2+ ions.
3.1.2 Growth and basic characterization of the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film
We grew the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film using pulsed laser deposition (PLD). This
technique, illustrated in Figure 3.2, is a form of physical vapor deposition (PVD) in
which a high-powered laser pulse strikes a sintered ceramic target to ablate material
from the target surface. The ablated material is ionized by the laser pulse and
ejected from the target, expanding outward as a plume of plasma comprised of the
elements in the target. The plume material then condenses on the surface of a nearby
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heated crystalline substrate to produce a thin film. PLD is a relatively simple way
to produce a variety of thin films. Although sample size is limited, PLD can quickly
produce high-quality films with stoichiometry closely matching that of the precursor
target.
Figure 3.2. A diagram illustrating the PLD growth process.
The Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film we measure in this chapter was grown on a 10 mm x
10 mm square (001)-cut (LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2TaAlO6)0.7 (LSAT) substrate (a = 3.86 Å),
which is fairly well lattice matched with Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 (a ≈ 3.96 Å). The film
was approximately 500 nm thick, and grown from a 1” Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 target. The
ablation laser provided 20 mJ pulses at a repetition rate of 5 Hz. The substrate
temperature was 765 ◦C and the background oxygen partial pressure was 4 Pa.
Following deposition, we verified the crystalline quality of the film with x-ray
diffraction (XRD). A Θ − 2Θ XRD scan spanning from 2Θ = 10◦ to 2Θ = 90◦
is shown in Figure 3.3. The (100), (200), and (300) peaks for both the film and
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substrate are prominent features in this scan. The absence of other peaks that are
typically observed in randomly-oriented polycrystalline samples indicates that this
Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film is highly-oriented and well-aligned with the LSAT substrate. We
do note that the weak (002) peak (?) near 2Θ = 43◦ and the (220) and (202) peaks
(†) near 2Θ = 65◦ may suggest that a very small fraction of tetragonal Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
is present in the film. This is not necessarily surprising, as the tetragonal-to-cubic
phase transition temperature for Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 is not far below room temperature.
The composition-dependence of this transition is explored in detail in Chapter 4.
Figure 3.3. The Θ − 2Θ XRD scan of the 500 nm thick Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film, taken
at room temperature, suggests a preferential orientation of the film matching that
of the LSAT substrate.
3.1.3 On-wafer devices and fabrication
We fabricated a pattern of IDCs and CPWs on the surface of the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
thin film to measure the broadband permittivity using the techniques described in
Chapter 2. We also co-fabricated an identical pattern on a bare LSAT chip as our
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companion substrate. We show the patterned LSAT substrate in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4. A microscope image of the patterned companion substrate.
For the measurements demonstrated in this chapter, we used six CPWs and
a short-circuit reflect for measurements above 100 MHz, and four IDCs for mea-
surements below 100 MHz. Other devices in the test pattern were for miscella-
neous experiments pertaining to metrology development. The CPW lengths were
l = (0.42, 0.66, 0.98, 2.32, 3.26, 4.40) mm, and the IDC active lengths were
l = (0.19, 0.64, 1.09, 1.54) mm. The CPW lengths were selected as described in
Chapter 2, though we note that the longest line was shorter than the width of the
chip, to improve device yield on the test samples. The center conductor of the CPWs,
as well as the inner and outer conductors of the IDCs were all 20 µm wide. The gaps
between the center conductor and ground planes of the CPWs, and between the in-
ner and outer conductors of the IDCs were 10 µm wide. The gap between the outer
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conductor and ground planes of the IDC was 40 µm, and the ground planes of the
CPWs were 150 µm wide.
3.2 Broadband permittivity measurements of the LSAT substrate
and Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film
After fabricating the test devices on the companion LSAT substrate and
Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film, we performed the electrical measurements. Using a VNA, we
measured the S-parameters of the IDCs at 201 logarithmically spaced frequency
points from 1 MHz to 100 MHz, and measured the S-parameters of the CPWs at
401 logarithmically spaced frequency points from 100 MHz to 110 GHz. The VNA
source power was -15 dBm and the IF bandwidth was 100 Hz. For the LCR meter
measurements, we measured the capacitance and dissipation factor of the IDCs at 21
logarithmically spaced frequency points from 100 Hz to 1 MHz with a 1 V stimulus
amplitude. To perform the calibrations, we used previously-fabricated calibration
chips with similar device geometry to the test samples. All measurements presented
here were performed at room temperature.
3.2.1 Measurements and analysis of CPWs
We begin by demonstrating how we obtain the capacitance and conductance
per unit length of the CPWs (C ′ and G′) from 100 MHz to 110 GHz. After applying
the calibrations to correct our measured S-parameters, we used the measurements of
all six CPWs and the short-circuit reflect (S1) to obtain the measured propagation
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Figure 3.5. The components of the propagation constant for the substrate and film
from 100 MHz to 110 GHz.
constant, γ, using multiline TRL. As we discussed in Section 2.2.3.1, γ is our starting
point in extracting the distributed circuit parameters that we will use to eventually
determine the relative permittivity of the substrate and thin film. In Figure 3.5, we
plot the attenuation constant, α and the frequency-normalized phase constant, β/f ,
recalling that γ = α + iβ. While the distributed resistance and inductance (R′ and
L′) both contribute to the frequency-dependence of α and β, we note two salient
aspects of the curves in Figure 3.5. In examining the solid lines representing the
attenuation constant, α, we see that the curve for the film increases rapidly and
diverges from that of the substrate. This is due, at least in significant part, to the
increase in dielectric loss of the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film with increasing frequency, which
increases the amount of attenuation. On the other hand, the curves for the phase
constant, β, draw closer together as frequency increases. This is partially due to the
decrease in the dielectric constant due to dielectric relaxation in the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
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film at microwave frequencies.
Figure 3.6. The resistance and inductance per unit length of the CPWs on the LSAT
substrate.
We can calculate C ′ and G′ from γ using Equation 2.16 if we know the dis-
tributed resistance and inductance (R′ and L′) of the CPWs. As we discussed in
Chapter 2, we use finite-element simulations to obtain R′ and L′. For validation,
we compare the simulated R′ and L′ values with those estimated from the measure-
ments of the companion LSAT substrate, which we can estimate with reasonable
accuracy assuming constant capacitance and negligible conductance. In Figure 3.6
we compare the simulated R′ and L′ values for the CPWs on the LSAT substrate
to the R′ and L′ values estimated from measurement, which show close agreement.
Once we are confident in the validity of our simulated R′ and L′ values, we use
them to extract the the distributed capacitance and conductance, C ′ and G′, from γ.
Figure 3.7 shows C ′ and G′ for the LSAT substrate and the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 sample.
The C ′ and G′ values for the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 sample are significantly larger than those
of the LSAT substrate. This is unsurprising given the large relative permittivty and
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Figure 3.7. The capacitance and conductance per unit length for the LSAT substrate
and Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film sample.
notable dielectric loss common in Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 films. We note that the assumptions
we make regarding the CPWs on the LSAT substrate are quite reasonable - C ′ is
constant across the measured frequency range, and G′ is negligible. We will use
the C ′ and G′ values presented in Figure 3.7 to determine the relative permittivity
of the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film and LSAT substrate using mapping functions obtained
from additional finite element simulations. Before performing that mapping, we will
demonstrate the process of finding the IDC capacitance and conductance per unit
active length (C ′IDC and G
′
IDC) from 100 Hz to 100 MHz in the next section.
3.2.2 Measurements and analysis of IDCs
As we described in Section 2.2.6.2, we measure all four IDCs from 100 Hz
to 1 MHz with an LCR meter, and from 1 MHz to 100 MHz with a VNA. The
LCR meter records calibrated capacitance and dissipation factor data, which we
use with Equation 2.18 to find the total series admittance of each IDC. For the
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Figure 3.8. The total measured capacitance of the four IDCs on the LSAT substrate
(i.e., I1 to I4). The active length of each IDC is noted in the legend.
measurements above 1 MHz, we correct the S-parameter measurements with the
calibrations described in Section 2.19, convert to Y-parameters, and then extract
the total series admittance of each IDC (Equation 2.19). In Figure 3.8, we plot
the total measured capacitance (i.e., imaginary part of the admittance divided by
angular frequency) of each IDC on the LSAT substrate. We observe the expected
trend of increasing capacitance with increasing active length. Additionally, we see
nearly perfect agreement between the measurements from the LCR meter and the
measurements from the VNA.
The capacitance and conductance per unit length of the IDCs, C ′IDC and G
′
IDC ,
are the quantities we use to determine the relative permittivity of the test materials.
We calculate C ′IDC and G
′
IDC from the relationship between the measured admit-
tance and the active length of each IDC. Figure 3.9 shows how the total measured
capacitance (CIDC , left) and total measured conductance (GIDC , right) of the IDCs
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Figure 3.9. (left) The total measured capacitance, CIDC , vs. active length for the
IDCs on the LSAT substrate. (right) The total measured conductance, GIDC , vs.
active length. Both panels include several lines - each line corresponds to a specific
measured frequency point between 1 kHz and 1 MHz.
on the LSAT substrate change with active length. We show these two components of
the admittance individually for clarity. In all of our IDC measurements, we observe
a linear relationship, which is readily apparent in the left panel of Figure 3.9. Nat-
urally, the slope of this relationship provides our IDC capacitance per unit length,
C ′IDC . In the right hand panel, which compares GIDC to active length, the relation-
ship is effectively a flat line, since there is virtually no dielectric loss in the LSAT
substrate at these frequencies. We still use the slope of this relationship to determine
a conductance per unit length, G′IDC , which can be significant when a lossy thin film
is present. There are many lines plotted in each panel of Figure 3.9, which all lie
more or less on top of each other. Each of these lines represents a specific measure-
ment frequency. The fact that they all line up indicates that the LSAT substrate
displays little frequency dependence. By taking the slope at each frequency point,
we determine C ′IDC and G
′
IDC from 100 Hz to 100 MHz. In the next section, we will
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map C ′IDC and G
′
IDC to the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity
based on additional finite element simulations.
3.2.3 Extracting relative permittivity from the measured capacitance
and conductance
Figure 3.10. The broadband capacitance per unit length of the IDCs (C ′IDC) and
of the CPWs (C ′) for the LSAT substrate and the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film. The shaded
regions denote the 95 % CIs
In Figure 3.10, we show the measured capacitance per unit length from 100
Hz to 110 GHz for both the LSAT substrate and the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film. This fig-
ure includes the C ′IDC values below 100 MHz, and the C
′ values from our CPW
measurements above 100 MHz. In both device types, the measured capacitance of
the thin film sample is much greater than that of the LSAT substrate, which sug-
gests that the film has a large relative permittivity. There is a discrepancy between
the measured capacitance per unit length of the IDCs and the CPWs, which is
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unsurprising given the disparate cross-sectional geometry of the two devices, and
will be accounted for by the permittivity mapping functions. The shaded regions
surrounding each curve in Figure 3.10 denote the 95 % confidence intervals (CIs) for
the measured capacitance values. These uncertainties are propagated through our
analysis as detailed in Appendix B.
Figure 3.11. The mapping functions obtained from finite element simulations, which
relate the measured capacitance per unit length to the relative permittivity of the
thin film for the IDCs and CPWs.
We swept the permittivity of the thin film layer in our finite element simula-
tions of the IDC and CPW structures to obtain the mapping functions that convert
the measured capacitance and conductance per unit length to relative permittivity.
We show the mapping functions for the IDCs and CPWs in Figure 3.11. Although
there is an offset between the IDC and CPW mapping functions, they follow a nearly
identical trajectory. This is not necessarily surprising, as the electric fields are pri-
marily concentrated in the gaps between the inner conductor and outer conductor
of the IDCs, and between the center conductor and ground planes of the CPWs. In
both the IDCs and CPWs these gaps are 10 µm wide, and the center conductor of
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the CPW and inner conductor of the IDC are 20 µm. Outside of this critical region,
the IDCs and CPWs have a different cross-section, resulting in the offset between
the two mapping functions.
Figure 3.12. The real part of the relative permittivity of the LSAT substrate and
Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film, measured from 100 Hz to 110 GHz. Shaded regions indicate the
95 % CIs.
We apply the mapping functions to the broadband capacitance and conduc-
tance measurements to obtain the real and imaginary parts of the relative permit-
tivity, respectively. We show the measured dielectric constant of the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
film and the LSAT substrate from 100 Hz to 110 GHz in Figure 3.12, along with
the 95 % CI for the measurements. The dielectric constant of the LSAT substrate is
relatively constant across the entire measured frequency span, with the values falling
within the range from 22 to 24 that is typical for this material. The Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
film has a fairly constant dielectric constant of approximately 400 from 100 Hz to 1
GHz, before it begins to decrease due to dielectric relaxation. Broad relaxation at
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GHz frequencies is characteristic in Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 films and our measured values
are within a reasonable range [113]. Reported values of the dielectric constant can
vary wildly due to differences in processing and characterization. For example, even
our own measurements of a film with a nominally similar composition in Chap-
ter 4 produce a significantly different dielectric constant value. While we used the
same permittivity characterization techniques in both experiments, the growth con-
ditions were quite different. Perhaps most importantly, the films were grown from
different precursor targets, with the film from this chapter originating from a single
Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 target, while the film in the subsequent chapter was grown via a two-
target process using separate BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 targets. Accurate and consistent
characterization is critical in enabling scientists to conclusively determine that a
difference in the measured properties of these sensitive materials is in fact due to
some change in processing.
Figure 3.13. The measured loss tangent of the LSAT substrate and Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
film, measured from 100 Hz to 110 GHz. Shaded regions indicate 95 % CIs.
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We obtain the imaginary part of the relative permittivity by applying the
mapping functions to the measured conductance per unit length. In Figure 3.13,
we show the measured loss tangent of the LSAT substrate and Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film.
The loss tangent is the ratio of the dielectric loss to the dielectric constant, and is
the most common quantity used to express loss in dielectric materials. The LSAT
substrate displays almost no loss across the entire measured frequency range. The
loss is effectively at or below the detection limit (tan δ < 0.005) of our measurements,
and as a result uncertainty in the measured loss tangent exceeds 50 % at many
points. The Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film has relatively low loss up to approximately 10 MHz,
after which loss begins to increase, and gets especially large at millimeter-wave
frequencies. The loss tangent reaches a value of approximately 0.3 at 110 GHz,
which is considered very lossy.
Figure 3.14. The relative uncertainty in the measured dielectric constant of the
Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film from 100 Hz to 110 GHz.
As we have mentioned throughout Chapters 1 and 2, one of the most impactful
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aspects of this work is our ability to make accurate measurements of the dielectric
properties of thin films. In Figure 3.14, we highlight the relative uncertainty in the
real part of the relative permittivity of the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film. Uncertainties of
this magnitude are fairly typical for our measurements. The uncertainty in the IDC
measurements is about 5 % from 100 Hz to 100 MHz, and is primarily due to vari-
ance in the measured capacitance from device to device, i.e., deviation from the fit
we used to determine C ′IDC . For the CPW measurements, the uncertainty is large
(∼ 15%) at 100 MHz, where multiline TRL is less effective, but quickly decreases
to very low levels of a few percent - highlighting the accuracy with which multiline
TRL calculates the propagation constant γ at millimeter-wave frequencies. The un-
certainties do begin to increase slightly as the frequency continues to increase, as
the short wavelengths of the test signals may increase sensitivity to device-to-device
non-uniformity. We must note that although we consider some uncertainties in the
physical device structures, we have omitted uncertainty in the thickness of the film
here in this error analysis, as we were limited to an less-accurate-than-usual estimate
of the film thickness obtained from x-ray reflectometry (XRR), and did not want
this to distort our portrayal of typical uncertainties in our measurements. While
uncertainty in the film thickness can impact the extracted dielectric constant (but
does not significantly affect the loss tangent), this uncertainty term is usually very
small. For example, growth techniques like molecular beam epitaxy provide thick-
ness control at the monolayer level, and post-mortem characterization with electron
microscopy can provide extremely accurate measurements of the film thickness. We
do describe how to include and propagate this source of error in Appendix B. Uncer-
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tainty in our measured in-plane dimensions is 1 % to 2 % or less, and uncertainty in
our measured conductor thicknesses is less than 1 %. Propagating these sources of
error as described in Appendix B provides sub-10 % uncertainties throughout most
of the measured frequency range.
3.3 Outlook
In this chapter, we demonstrated the measurement techniques described in
Chapter 2 by characterizing the relative permittivity of a Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film and
LSAT substrate. The observed values of the dielectric constant and loss tangent
agree well with literature values for similar materials, though we again note that
tunable dielectric thin films are known for being highly sensitive to environmen-
tal conditions during growth and processing, which can lead to large variation in
material properties. This highlights one of the most important benefits of our mea-
surement technique. When compared with other on-wafer techniques that can pro-
duce uncertainties greater than 40 % at millimeter-wave frequencies, the sub-10 %
uncertainties we regularly achieve enable us to more confidently conclude when a
difference in measured value is the result of a difference in material properties, or
just discrepancy between measurements.
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Chapter 4
Broadband characterization of composition-spread tunable dielectric
films
4.1 Overview: A need for faster materials discovery and development
Often, selecting the best constituent materials for an electronic device proves
challenging for engineers and designers [114]. Sifting through databases of known
compounds is time consuming, and if no known material has sufficient properties,
the materials discovery cycle must begin. Traditionally, scientists have employed a
repetitive trial-and-error approach to test how various combinations of composition,
processing, and other variables of interest affect key properties [115]. Modern efforts
like the “Materials Genome Initiative” (Figure 4.1) have encouraged the use of
high-throughput screening tools, such as combinatorial synthesis, first principles
calculations, and machine learning algorithms to accelerate materials discovery [116,
117]. In this chapter, we discuss our combination of transmission line permittivity
measurements with combinatorial synthesis to enable the rapid exploration of entire
systems of tunable dielectrics for millimeter-wave devices.
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Figure 4.1. The Materials Genome Initiative seeks to leverage computational and
experimental tools, as well as digital data, to discover and rapidly develop advanced
materials to meet challenges in a variety of disciplines. From [116].
4.1.1 Accelerating materials discovery with combinatorial synthesis
Combinatorial materials synthesis is a high-throughput experimental tech-
nique that integrates the synthesis of multiple related compounds into a single
growth process. This approach realizes time and cost efficiencies by creating and test-
ing many novel compounds in parallel. Beyond improving efficiency, combinatorial
synthesis experiments minimize sample-to-sample variability that can cloud intrinsic
data, since all materials in a combinatorial library are exposed to the same conditions
[118, 119]. Sample-to-sample inconsistency in growth, processing, and characteriza-
tion during traditional experiments hinders the development of the computational
tools that can further accelerate materials discovery by rapidly screening potential
compounds for advantageous properties [120, 37]. The consistent and encompassing
data sets produced by combinatorial synthesis experiments are particularly well-
positioned to inform and validate such models [121]. Combinatorial synthesis is not
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limited to improving computational tools, though, and has proven successful as a
standalone method to discover and optimize materials. To date, combinatorial syn-
thesis experiments have identified enhanced materials for gas sensing and catalysis,
batteries, rare-earth-free permanent magnets, and more [122, 123, 124, 125, 126].
Combinatorial synthesis experiments do have a few notable limitations. These
techniques are primarily suited to the growth of thin films, but thin film properties
can often deviate from those of their bulk counterparts. Additionally, the multiple
constituent materials used to make a combinatorial library may have incompatible
synthesis conditions, or decompose into multiple phases. For example, Ref. [127]
describes the combinatorial synthesis of ScxAl1−xN thin films via co-sputtering, and
observes that the Sc-rich compositions are highly prone to spinodal decomposi-
tion. Although this decomposition inhibited the exploration of single-phase high-Sc
alloys in that system, it also illustrates one strength of combinatorial synthesis ex-
periments. Growing these ScxAl1−xN libraries with varied processing conditions can
quickly identify the optimal conditions to maximize Sc incorporation. Finally, we
note that growth techniques like PLD allow for dynamic changes to parameters like
ablation laser energy and pulse rate, however other factors like substrate temperature
and background pressure must be viable for all constituent materials. Preliminary
experiments are critical to determine the best balance between the optimal depo-
sition conditions for each of the constituents. In most studies, the combinatorial
library is used to identify the optimal material, which is then grown and tested on
its own.
Compared to single-composition materials, the characterization of combinato-
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rial libraries requires more consideration. High spatial resolution techniques are ideal
for targeting discrete compounds in the combinatorial library. Synchrotron XRD is
one example of an ideal technique for the structural characterization of combinato-
rial libraries [128]. The high-brilliance x-rays available in many synchrotron beam
lines allow for the realization of µm-scale spot sizes, where the same spot size realized
in a traditional lab-based diffractometer would result in an unusable signal-to-noise
ratio. Combinatorial libraries can contain hundreds of test compounds and lead to
the generation of vast quantities of data. This is a natural opportunity for measure-
ment automation and the application of machine learning algorithms like mean shift
theory clustering, which has been demonstrated to streamline the identification of
structural evolution trends in combinatorial libraries [129].
4.1.2 Prior studies of composition-spread dielectric thin films
A composition-spread thin film is a type of thin film combinatorial library that
consists of a continuous composition gradient between two or more end-member
materials. Ferroelectric composition-spread thin films were first explored at low
microwave frequencies (up to approximately 5 GHz) in the late 1990s [20, 130,
131]. Ref. [131] demonstrated the microwave dielectric properties of Ba1−xSrxTiO3
composition-spread thin films grown by PLD on single-crystal LAO substrates. In
that study, dielectric constant and loss tangent data were obtained with scanning
evanescent microwave microscopy (SEMM).
As we mentioned in Chapter 2, scanning probe techniques like SEMM are
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fast and provide sub-µm resolution, making them ideal for characterizing the dielec-
tric properties of a composition-spread thin film [95]. When the work in Ref. [131]
was performed, SEMM measurements were generally limited to a few discrete fre-
quencies below 10 GHz. Further advances shortly after that work used higher-order
resonances to enable broadband SEMM measurements to 17 GHz [96]. The authors
of that work noted the challenge of extracting quantitative information above 10
GHz, though, where key approximations in the analysis break down. Some stud-
ies comparing SEMM measurements with CPW transmission line measurements
claimed uncertainties greater than 25 % for the SEMM measurements, even below
10 GHz, [43], though others have achieved better accuracy given certain experimen-
tal constraints [132]. While one recent study demonstrated SEMM measurements
at 20 GHz, measurements at millimeter-wave frequencies where lumped-element
and image charge models may be less reliable have continued to prove challenging,
especially for thin film characterization [133]. Recently, the authors of Ref. [134]
postulated that their full-wave models of the tip-sample interactions in a SEMM
system may enable better quantitative measurements to 100 GHz, but this has not
yet been demonstrated experimentally. Although we lose the spatial resolution of
SEMM, our desire to characterize the permittivity of our composition-spread thin
films at millimeter-wave frequencies provided a natural opportunity to apply our
CPW-based techniques.
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4.1.3 Measuring the millimeter-wave dielectric properties of
composition-spread dielectric thin films
The techniques we discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 are ideal for measuring
the complex permittivity of dielectric thin films at microwave and millimeter-wave
frequencies. However, they are not an obvious choice for characterizing composition-
spread thin films. The need for multiple on-wafer devices spread over a large area
(50 mm2) presents a challenge. Measurement devices placed at a different points
along the composition gradient cannot be used with our preferred multiline tech-
niques. That is to say, all devices used in a set for multiline TRL must probe the
same composition.
In the rest of this chapter, we describe how we have modified our techniques to
enable the characterization of relative permittivity and tunability in composition-
spread thin films. As we mentioned, this approach can’t compete with the incredible
spatial resolution of SEMM. Still, it provides accurate quantitative measurements at
higher frequencies than any other study of composition-spread thin films to date. We
demonstrate the technique by measuring the complex permittivity of a composition-
spread Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin film from 100 MHz to 110 GHz. Our approach is signif-
icantly faster than characterizing one test chip at a time and generates compre-
hensive and consistent data sets covering a broad and continuous frequency range.
This technique provides the materials discovery community with a new method to
gain insight on the relationships between composition, structure, and broadband
dielectric properties.
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4.2 Synthesis of composition-spread thin films
4.2.1 Selection of materials system
There are several reasons we chose Ba1−xSrxTiO3 to test our methodology.
Many studies over the past two decades have explored this system, on account of
its promising tunable dielectric properties. These reports describe the properties of
Ba1−xSrxTiO3 under a variety of growth and measurement conditions, including the
previously mentioned studies of composition-spread Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin films [46,
131, 113]. Since our main goal was to explore how we can characterize the permit-
tivity of composition-spread thin films at millimeter-wave frequencies, this rich body
of literature was helpful in providing a general baseline for our expected results. The
ferroelectric-paraelectric transition and stark shift in the complex permittivity and
tunability between x = 0 (BaTiO3, BTO) and x = 1 (SrTiO3, STO) also made for
an interesting study. While Ba1−xSrxTiO3 was an ideal starting point, this technique
is theoretically generalizeable to any composition-spread thin film.
4.2.2 Combinatorial pulsed laser deposition
We grew the composition-spread Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin films via PLD in a similar
manner to the single-composition Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 films described in the previous
chapter. We again used an (001)-cut LSAT substrate (a = 3.86 Å) since it is well
lattice-matched with both BTO (a = 4.00 Å, c = 4.03 Å) and STO (a = 3.91 Å).
The precursor materials were 2.5 cm diameter sintered ceramic targets which we
ablated with the KrF excimer laser at a pulse rate of 2 Hz and an energy density
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of approximately 1.0 J/cm2. The substrate temperature was maintained at 750 ◦C
and the chamber had a background oxygen partial pressure of 4 Pa.
Figure 4.2. The PLD chamber configured for combinatorial synthesis. The target
carousel enables selection of the desired precursor target, and the shadow mask
controls the spatial distribution of deposited material from the selected target.
Creating the composition gradient in the thin film requires special process-
ing and equipment. We grew the composition-spread thin film from two precursor
targets with the end-member compositions, in this case BaTiO3 and SrTiO3. As
material was ablated from one of the targets, a programmable shadow mask in the
PLD chamber (Figure 4.2) covered a portion of the substrate. The ablated mate-
rial condenses only on the exposed portion of the substrate, thereby controlling the
spatial distribution of the constituent elements. To make the films for this study,
we synchronized the mask movement with the ablation of the first target (BTO) to
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grow a “thickness wedge” of BTO (Figure 4.3). The target carousel then rotated
the second target (STO) into position, and the shadow mask moved in the oppo-
site direction during ablation, creating an opposing thickness wedge of STO and
completing one full layer.
Figure 4.3. The growth process of a composition spread thin film. Thickness wedges
of the constituent materials are stacked in an alternating sequence to create the film.
Each full layer is approximately 2 Å thick. Limiting the thickness of each layer
to less than the thickness of the unit cell prevents the formation of a superlattice of
the two target materials, and instead enables the constituent elements to mix in a
solution-like manner during growth. This layering procedure was repeated approx-
imately 620 times, to build up a 125 nm-thick film. The gradient spanned the full
range of compositions x in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 from x = 0 to x = 1 across 7 mm. We left
approximately 1.5 mm of BTO on one side of the gradient, and 1.5 mm of STO on
the other side of the gradient.
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4.3 Structural and compositional characterization
4.3.1 X-ray diffraction
After we grew the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 composition-spread thin films, we character-
ized the structure of the films with XRD. The XRD system was specially configured
for combinatorial thin film characterization, which covers three aspects. First, the
sample was mounted on a motion stage programmed to successively scan multiple
points along the composition gradient. Second, an automated routine found the op-
timal alignment of the x-ray source, sample, and detector for each point scanned.
Finally, divergence slits were used to obtain a 1 mm wide spot of Cu-Kα1 radiation
(λ = 1.5406 Å) to limit the composition range captured in each scan. Both Θ− 2Θ
and Φ scans were used to verify the structure of the film and its epitaxial growth
relative to the LSAT substrate. Long range Θ−2Θ scans (Figure 4.4) spanning from
2Θ = 10◦ to 2Θ = 90◦ showed the (100), (200), and (300) peaks for both the film
and substrate, suggesting that the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 film grew epitaxially on the LSAT
substrate. Since this scan was performed after Au electrode deposition, the (111),
(200), and (311) peaks for the polycrystalline Au layer are also present.
We also verified the epitaxial cube-on-cube growth of the film via Φ-scans
(Figure 4.5). We first located the (202)subs peak, and verified the presence of the
adjacent (202)film peak via a short-range Θ − 2Θ scan. From there, a 360◦ Φ scan
(i.e., full in-plane rotation of sample) revealed a peak from the {202} family at 90 ◦
intervals, confirming the four-fold symmetry of our epitaxial Ba1−xSrxTiO3 film.
Narrow-range Θ−2Θ scans (2Θ = 40 ◦ to 2Θ = 50 ◦) capturing the shift in the
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Figure 4.4. Θ − 2Θ XRD scan of the composition-spread film from 2Θ = 10◦ to
2Θ = 90◦ for a composition of approximately x ≈ 0.5.
position of the (002)film peak confirmed the existence and profile of the composition
gradient in the film (Figure 4.6). The position of the film peaks is proportional to
the lattice constant of the film, which is in turn proportional to the composition x in
Ba1−xSrxTiO3. In Figure 4.6, the (002)film peak moves from a position of 2Θ = 45.2
◦
for x = 0, to a position of 2Θ = 46.1 ◦ for x = 1. The (002)subs peak remains at a
constant position of 2Θ = 47.0 ◦ across the entire sample, as expected.
These narrow-range scans allow for rudimentary estimates of the composi-
tion gradient profile. Since BTO and STO form the isostructural solid solution
Ba1−xSrxTiO3, we estimate the composition at each scanned point with Vegard’s
Law [135]:
aBa1−xSrxT iO3 = (1− x)aBaTiO3 + (x)aSrT iO3 (4.1)
where aBa1−xSrxT iO3 is the lattice constant of the film with composition x in
Ba1−xSrxTiO3, aBaTiO3 is the lattice constant of BTO and aSrT iO3 is the lattice con-
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Figure 4.5. (top left) A short range Θ − 2Θ scan confirmed that the (202)subs and
(202)film peaks are adjacent. (top right) A schematic illustrating the relation be-
tween the film and substrate diffraction peaks. (bottom) Full-circle Φ scan of a single
composition in the middle of the composition-spread film.
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Figure 4.6. The diffraction pattern near the (002)film and (002)subs peaks illustrates
the shift in the film lattice parameter across the composition gradient.
stant of STO. Our estimate from Vegard’s law showed a linear composition profile
(Figure 4.7). However the 1 mm x-ray spot may span an almost 15 at. % composi-
tional range and therefore cannot pinpoint the exact compositions where we measure
the dielectric properties. As such, this composition profile estimate simply serves to
supplement additional electron-beam based compositional measurements.
4.3.2 Wavelength-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
Wavelength-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (WDS) measurements provide a
high-resolution, quantitative measurement of the composition profile. We performed
these measurements with an electron-probe microanalyzer (EPMA) at an acceler-
ating voltage of 7 kV. The experimentally determined uncertainty on the composi-
tion is less than ± 3 at. %. The film and substrate are highly insulating, so they
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Figure 4.7. XRD and WDS scans were consistent with each other, and showed a
linear gradient in the Ba/Sr ratio, as well as the BTO and STO regions on either
side of the gradient region.
were carbon coated to prevent surface charging during measurement. As such, these
measurements took place after permittivity characterization. The EPMA beam was
focused in the gap of the CPWs between the center conductor and ground planes.
In this way, the WDS measurements pinpoint the region of the film where the per-
mittivity is measured. We also scanned across sets of devices (i.e., distinct devices,
but ones that should all be centered on the same composition) to verify the proper
alignment of the test devices relative to the composition gradient, which we discuss
further in Section 4.4.1. Our WDS measurements (Figure 4.7) confirmed a highly lin-
ear composition gradient spanning the full range of compositions x in Ba1−xSrxTiO3
from x = 0 to x = 1. The gradient profiles observed via XRD and WDS showed
good agreement with each other. Both measurements indicated a slight shift in the
gradient region. That is to say that the pure BaTiO3 region was larger than the
pure SrTiO3 region. Due to redundancies built in to the permittivity test pattern,
this did not negatively affect our experiment.
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4.3.3 Atomic force microscopy
We measured the surface topography across the composition gradient with
atomic force microscopy (AFM). We iteratively optimized the film deposition con-
ditions to minimize surface roughness. Significant surface roughness can have adverse
effects on the permittivity test device fabrication and performance. For all scanned
points across the entire compositional range in the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin film from
x = 0 to x = 1, the RMS roughness was less than 1 nm, indicating a very smooth
film. For all compositions other than x = 1, we observed a particulate film surface.
For x = 1 (i.e. pure SrTiO3) the film appeared to be flat with some terrace-like
features. This may indicate a layer-by-layer growth mechanism, suggesting that the
selected deposition conditions were particularly well-suited for the growth of SrTiO3
[136].
Figure 4.8. AFM scans at different points along the composition gradient.
4.3.4 Scanning electron microscopy
Lastly, we confirmed the thickness of the composition spread thin film via
scanning electron microscopy. This took place after all other measurements had
been performed, since we cleaved the thin films chips to provide a clean surface
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for cross-sectional measurements like the representative image shown in Figure 4.9.
The measured film thicknesses were then used to refine the finite element simulations
that provide the mapping function relating the measured distributed capacitance of
the test devices to the complex permittivity of the thin film.
Figure 4.9. Cross-sectional SEM image of a Ba1−xSrxTiO3 composition-spread film.
Courtesy of Justin Pearson, UMD.
4.4 Transmission line permittivity measurement technique for
composition-spread thin films
Chapter 2 described the advantages of transmission line permittivity measure-
ments and the multiline TRL analysis approach. To use these techniques to char-
acterize composition-spread thin films, we need to account for the spatially-varying
composition. To properly apply multiline TRL to these films, we consider three cri-
teria. First, all devices in a multiline TRL set must measure the same composition.
Second, each measurement should capture only a narrow compositional range, i.e.,
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the electric fields probing the thin film properties should be localized in a small re-
gion. Third, we should include enough sets of devices that we can adequately observe
the composition-dependent trends in the dielectric properties.
To address the first point, we employed procedures during film deposition and
device fabrication to maintain consistent sample alignment. On the second point, we
designed co-planar waveguides with 10 µm-wide gaps between the ground planes and
20 µm-wide center conductor. This localizes the measurements in a 40 µm-wide re-
gion, spanning at most a 0.5 at % composition range. Since this range is less than the
uncertainty of our compositional measurements themselves, we consider this to ade-
quately target discrete compositions. For the third point, this experiment prompted
us to develop new fabrication processes and employ direct-write UV lithography
to maximize the amount of on-chip patternable area. As an example of why this
is important, we note that our first attempts at implementing this permittivity
measurement technique with ten multiline TRL sets (i.e., ten measurable compo-
sitions) containing four transmission lines each failed due to a lack of redundancy
and missing the end-member compositions. By increasing the patternable area, we
increased both the number of measurable compositions, and the redundancy within
each multiline TRL set.
4.4.1 Device selection, design, and fabrication
We limited our measurements to the frequency range from 100 MHz to 110
GHz that is most relevant to modern telecommunications. This way we did not
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need to squeeze IDC into the limited patternable area. We selected device sets
containing five CPWs (L1 to L5) and a short-circuit reflect (S1) to enable multiline
TRL while balancing redundancy and space efficiency. To ensure that all devices in
a set measure the same composition, we arranged the devices in each set in a single
row. While our improvements to the fabrication process minimized the photoresist
edge bead, devices still could not be patterned closer than 500 µm to any edge of
the chip. This left a 9 mm × 9 mm region for devices. We selected optimal CPW
lengths as described in Section 2.2.4.2. We we able to include fourteen rows of
devices in the available space, allowing us to measure fourteen distinct points along
the composition gradient.
Figure 4.10. Optical microscope image of the patterned composition-spread
Ba1−xSrxTiO3 chip. Each vertical column of devices corresponds to a complete mul-
tiline TRL measurement set which can be used to measure a unique point along the
composition gradient.
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We patterned the devices using the mask-less photolithography techniques
described in Appendix C. The five transmission lines had lengths of l =
(0.42, 0.73, 0.93, 1.22, 1.90) mm. The center conductors were 20 µm wide, the
ground planes were 200 µm wide, and the gaps between the center conductor and
ground planes were 10 µm wide. We used profilometry to measure the conductor
thicknesses, and optical microscopy to measure the in-plane device dimensions. We
compared WDS compositional measurements at different points within device sets
to verify the alignment of the devices to the composition gradient. Variation in
the Ba and Sr content between measurements at the center of the row of devices,
to measurements at the end of the row of devices was never more than 2 at. %.
This variation is within the measurement uncertainty of the EPMA, and indicated
good alignment of the test devices to the composition gradient. We also fabricated
a companion substrate for the reasons discussed in Chapter 2.
4.4.2 Complex permittivity and electric-field tunability measurement
conditions
We performed the calibrations, S-parameter measurements, and complex per-
mittivity analysis of the test devices as described in Chapter 2. To minimize probe
adjustment time, identical length devices were measured successively (i.e., we mea-
sured all 14 L1 (thru) devices, then measured all 14 S1 (short-circuit reflect) devices,
etc.). Only one set of devices on the companion substrate needed to be measured,
since the dielectric properties of the substrate are homogeneous.
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We also performed electric-field tunability measurements using the techniques
described in Section 2.2.8. The DC bias voltage was swept to generate DC electric
fields from a minimum field strength of −75 kV cm−1 to a maximum field strength of
75 kV cm−1 in the gaps of the CPWs. We selected these limits on the field strength
to avoid dielectric breakdown failures in the devices. Due to the time consuming
nature of the electric-field tunability sweeps and the large number of devices, these
measurements took place over several days. The measurements from each day were
corrected with a full calibration that we performed at the beginning of that day.
Correcting the measurements with a fresh calibration mitigates the effects of drift or
other changes in the measurement instrumentation, thereby allowing us to combine
measurements across multiple days into a single analysis.
4.5 Broadband permittivity measurement of the Ba1−xSrxTiO3
composition-spread thin films
4.5.1 Composition-dependent permittivity of Ba1−xSrxTiO3
The room temperature (298 K) measurements from 100 MHz to 110 GHz
revealed drastic changes in the frequency- and composition-dependent relative per-
mittivity of the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin film, which is shown in Figure 4.11. The real part
of the relative permittivity at 110 GHz was approximately 400 for BaTiO3 (x = 0),
before increasing to a peak value of 650 at compositions of approximately x = 0.3
to x = 0.4, and finally decreasing to about 100 for SrTiO3 (x = 1). This peak in
the composition-dependent dielectric constant, clearly observed in the top panel of
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Figure 4.11, is consistent with the established behavior of Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin films
at room temperature [131, 137, 138].
As we described with Equation 1.6, the peak in dielectric constant generally
occurs when the measurement temperature approaches the ferroelectric Curie tem-
perature, TC . Compositions of Ba1−xSrxTiO3 with x ≈ 0.3 to 0.4 have a TC near
room temperature [131, 139, 140]. The peak in the permittivity coincides with a de-
crease in the soft mode frequency near TC [141]. In bulk single crystal ferroelectrics,
this composition-dependent (or analogously, temperature-dependent) transition ap-
pears as a very sharp peak. However, in our Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin films, we observe a
diffuse phase transition (DPT), likely due to local strain and size effects [142, 143].
The bottom panel of Figure 4.11 shows the broad relaxation behavior com-
monly observed in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin films. The characteristic relaxation times span
from a few-ps for Ba-rich compositions, to sub-ps for Sr-rich compositions. When
x > 0.8, the frequency dependence is effectively negligible within our measured fre-
quency range. Broad dispersion behavior and other relaxor-like characteristics were
previously established in the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 system and other DPT ferroelectrics
and have been attributed to nano-scale polar regions with some finite distribution
of sizes [141]. The composition-dependent relaxation behavior is explored further in
Section 4.6 along with our application of the Cole-Cole model.
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Figure 4.11. (top) The composition-dependent dielectric constant curves at 1 GHz,
10 GHz and 110 GHz. (bottom) The frequency-dependent dielectric constant for all
fourteen measured compositions x in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 from 100 MHz to 110 GHz.
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4.5.2 Composition-dependent loss tangent of Ba1−xSrxTiO3
The loss tangent of the composition-spread Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin film also re-
vealed significant composition dependence (Figure 4.12). We observed a mono-
tonic decrease in loss tangent at all measured frequencies as the composition x
in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 increased from x = 0 to x = 1. On the Ba-rich side of the composi-
tion gradient, the loss tangent was high (tan δ > 0.2) at millimeter-wave frequencies,
but on the Sr-rich side, losses were always very low (tan δ < 0.02), which agrees well
with previously-established behavior in the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 system [131]
Figure 4.12. The frequency-dependent loss tangent for all fourteen measured com-
positions x in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 from 100 MHz to 110 GHz.
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Figure 4.13. The dielectric constant tuning curves for Ba0.68Sr0.32TiO3 at 5 GHz, 20
GHz, and 40 GHz
4.5.3 Electric-field dependence of the permittivity
We must measure the relative tunability of the thin film to understand its
value for tunable devices. The 5 GHz, 20 GHz, and 40 GHz dielectric constant
tuning curves for a highly-tunable composition x in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 near x ≈ 0.3
are shown in Figure 4.13. There is some hysteresis present in each curve, indicating
that the TC of this composition is above the measurement temperature (298 K) and
therefore this composition exhibits ferroelectric behavior. The measured relative
permittivity decreases with frequency, which mirrors the same dispersion behavior
we observed in Figure 4.11.
While we observe a slight decrease in the relative tunability, nr (Equation 1.7)
with frequency, the value for this composition, and other Ba-rich compositions is
fairly consistent around approximately nr ≈ 50%. The broad region of high tun-
ability from x = 0 to x ≈ 0.5 seen in Figure 4.14 likely originates in the DPT
nature of these films. The peak in tunability, like the peak in dielectric constant,
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Figure 4.14. The composition-dependent relative tunability, nr, at measurement
frequencies of 5 GHz, 20 GHz, and 40 GHz
generally occurs when the bottom of the free energy potential well we described in
Chapter 1 is wide and flat, which coincides with a measurement temperature near
TC . The diffuse phase transition in these thin films provides a correspondingly wide
range of high tunability. As more Sr is added, and the material moves deeper into
the paraelectric state, the tunability continuously decreases, reaching approximately
zero when x in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 is approximately x = 1.
Figure 4.15. The 40 GHz room temperature dielectric constant tuning curves for five
notable compositions x in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 illustrating the shift in tuning behavior
across the ferroelectric-paraelectric transition.
Along with the decrease in relative tunabilty, the tuning behavior itself changes
due to the ferroelectric to paraelectric transition. This is evident in Figure 4.15,
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which shows the tunability curves for several compositions across the gradient. The
Ba-rich ferroelectric compositions display the expected hysteretic tuning curves, but
the hysteresis disappears as x in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 increases and the film approaches the
paraelectric state. We still observe tunability well into the paraelectric state, though
it decreases as we move further from TC , as we saw in Figure 4.14. Eventually, we are
so far into the paraelectric state that the sides of the free energy potential well are
too steep to allow any appreciable tuning. The fact that our measurement spanned
compositions with TC both above and below our measurement temperature allowed
us to observe this interesting range in tuning behavior.
4.6 Modeling the composition-dependent permittivity behavior of
Ba1−xSrxTiO3
We modeled the frequency-dependent complex permittivity of the
composition-spread Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin film with the Cole-Cole model, which is of-
ten applied to diffuse phase transition and relaxor ferroelectrics [144, 145, 68, 113].
The Cole-Cole model is a modified Debye model that allows for a distribution of
relaxation times [146]. The distribution of relaxation times may arise from the pres-
ence of polar nano-regions with a distribution of sizes in the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 thin film
[67], though the nature of such regions is not fully understood [147].
For each measured composition, we employed a non-linear least squares fit-
ting approach to simultaneously fit the real and imaginary parts of the relative
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permittivity to the Cole-Cole model:




where εs is the static dielectric constant, ε∞ is the “infinite frequency” dielectric
constant, τ is a characteristic relaxation time, and β is a parameter describing the
width of the distribution of characteristic relaxation times. We fixed the value of
ε∞ at 5.8 based on optical measurements of the refractive index [148, 149] and
the other parameters were free to vary within reasonable bounds. The Cole-Cole
fits (solid lines in Figures 4.11 and 4.12) appear to model the measured data very
well. We observe some minor deviation between the model and measurement in the
measured loss tangent (Figure 4.12) for Ba-rich compositions above 50 GHz. These
additional losses could be radiative in nature [150], or could also indicate the presence
of some additional relaxation mechanism. Further measurement capabilities (e.g.,
reverberation chamber measurements) could help narrow in on the source of this
discrepancy.
Figure 4.16. The Cole-Cole model parameters for all measured compositions x in
Ba1−xSrxTiO3
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TABLE II. Cole-Cole Model parameters and relative tunability of Ba1−xSrxTiO3
x εs τ (ps) β nr
0.00 1122 3.317 0.50 0.50
0.00 1157 3.524 0.49 —
0.06 1170 2.514 0.51 —
0.15 1177 1.750 0.53 0.51
0.26 1212 1.396 0.51 0.51
0.32 1147 1.007 0.50 0.47
0.44 995 0.643 0.51 0.50
0.52 803 0.324 0.53 0.43
0.62 555 0.115 0.53 0.31
0.71 388 0.030 0.50 0.18
0.80 363 0.001 0.02 0.07
0.90 228 0.001 0.03 0.03
0.97 183 0.001 0.03 0.02
1.00 183 0.001 0.04 —
We provide the fit parameters to the Cole-Cole model for all measured com-
positions in Figure 4.16 and Table II, along with the measured relative tunability.
Unsurprisingly, the parameters are strongly composition dependent. The trend in
the static dielectric constant, εs, mirrors the composition-dependent trend observed
in the measured dielectric constant (top panel of Figure 4.11). The critical relax-
ation time, τ also displays an interesting trend as it decreases monotonically as Sr
is added and x in Ba1−xSrxTiO3 decreases. This indicates that the relaxation moves
from frequencies in the hundreds of GHz to frequencies above 1 THz as x increases,
as expected based on previous theoretical and IR spectroscopic studies [151]. Un-
fortunately, for very Sr-rich compositions (x > 0.8), there is very little dispersion in
our measured data and τ reached the lower bound value of 0.001 ps. The parameter
representing the width of the distribution of relaxation times, β, was approximately
0.5 for all measured compositions from x = 0 to x = 0.8, which is in agreement
with previous reports [113, 68]. Above x = 0.8, β dropped to nearly zero, again
a result of the minimal dispersion present in our measured frequency range. The
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Cole-Cole model is not ideal for these compositions, and the frequency-dependent
permittivity could alternatively be described by a constant value across the mea-
sured frequency range. The optimized fit parameters model the measured data quite
well, and provide the community a simple way to explore the frequency-dependent
dielectric properties of the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 system. However, it it likely that mea-
surement frequencies in excess of 1 THz would be needed to fully characterize the
relaxations for the Sr-rich compositions [151].
4.7 Outlook
In this chapter, we discussed our development of a novel application of trans-
mission line permittivity measurements to characterize the dielectric properties of
composition-spread thin films from 100 MHz to 110 GHz. We demonstrated this
technique by characterizing a Ba1−xSrxTiO3 composition-spread thin film, spanning
the full composition range from x = 0 to x = 1. The encompassing frequency-,
composition-, and voltage- dependent data we generated highlights both the ben-
efits of our measurement technique, and the benefits of applying the principles of
combinatorial materials science to understand materials systems and discover new
materials.
Beyond providing one of the most comprehensive and consistent studies of
the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 system to date, the measurements discussed here are a spring-
board to rapidly exploring other systems like multi-ferroic Bi1−xSmxFeO3, and also
to further understanding ferroelectric materials as a whole through computational
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modeling. We also plan to explore adding temperature-dependence capabilities, and
have collaborations underway to develop mesoscale models that may enlighten the




Development and characterization of (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO
Ruddlesden-Popper superlattices
5.1 Overview: Ruddlesden-Popper phases, strain engineering, and
targeted chemical pressure
The discovery of enhanced tunable dielectric properties in strained
(SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper superlattices (Figure 5.1) [64] highlighted the
value of extensive collaboration between first-principles theory, materials growth, in-
tegration, and characterization. In that work, gradual developments spanning more
than 15 years ultimately led to the demonstration of tunable dielectric films with
the best ratio of tunability to loss at the time. In this chapter, we discuss how a
similar approach enabled us to further improve these uniquely-structured tunable
dielectric materials.
5.1.1 Ruddlesden-Popper tunable dielectric thin films
In 2001, epitaxial (SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper thin films with n = 1 to 5
were grown and studied to better understand the electrical behavior of the SrTiO3
system [152]. Until then, single-phase examples of (SrTiO3)nSrO with n > 3
had never been demonstrated. Prior to that demonstration, several computa-
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Figure 5.1. The unit cells of the n = 2 to 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO Ruddlesden-
Popper superlattices. These are identical to the (SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper
superlattices, with the exception of a BaO layer (red) substituted for a SrO layer.
tional studies had explored the stability of these materials and concluded that the
(SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper phases with n > 3 are metastable, preferring to
decompose into SrTiO3 and Sr3Ti2O7 [153, 154].
The successful growth of the n = 1 to 5 (SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper
thin films demonstrated major advances in materials growth and epitaxial stabiliza-
tion techniques that had precipitated over the previous decade. Precisely controlled
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) with in situ reflection high-energy electron diffrac-
tion (RHEED) made it possible to synthesize these metastable phases [155]. This
synthesis technique enables the targeted placement of single layers of atoms to pro-
duce intricate superlattice structures. Provided cation interdiffusion rates are low,
one can “lock in” metastable arrangements. Similar metastable superlattices grown
by MBE did not decompose even during annealing under pure oxygen at 1000 ◦C
to minimize the concentration of oxygen vacancies [156].
Transmission line permittivity measurements like those described in Chapter 2
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Figure 5.2. Stoichiometric n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO films incorporate horizontal (SrO)2
planes every n layers in the growth direction (top left). These layers may also natu-
rally form in the vertical direction (top right). The density of these vertical (SrO)2
planes fluctuates in response to local non-stoichiometry (bottom left and right).
From Ref. [64]
showed very little dielectric loss in (SrTiO3)nSrO films with n = 1 to 3 [157]. These
films had loss tangents below detectable levels (in that study, tan δ < 0.04) up to
40 GHz, the upper limit of the measurement bandwidth.
The low loss is attributed to an inherently defect-mitigating structure in the
(SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper phases, which helps reduce extrinsic dielectric
loss. Initially described in 1958 [158], these materials are comprised of a repeating
sequence of n blocks of perovskite SrTiO3, sandwiched between double SrO rock-salt
layers (Figure 5.1). Another way to think of this structure is as SrTiO3 with crys-
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tallographic shear planes containing an extra SrO layer every n layers. The (SrO)2
planes can naturally form in a vertical orientation in addition to the expected peri-
odic, horizontally-oriented (SrO)2 planes. Rather than forming loss-inducing point
defects in the SrTiO3, the density of these Sr- and O-rich vertical planes fluctuates in
response to local non-stoichiometry (Figure 5.2). This protects the intrinsic quality
of the SrTiO3 layers and suppresses extrinsic dielectric losses.
5.1.2 Strain engineering to induce ferroelectricity
While the (SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper films were interesting in their
own right, they did not posses notable ferroelectric properties. The Landau-
Devonshire theory asserts that stresses and strains can affect ferroelectric transi-
tions and material properties [7]. For example, the application of a load altered the
ferroelectric properties of SrTiO3 at cryogenic temperatures [159]. Theorists also
proposed that the mechanical boundary condition imposed on a homoepitaxial film
clamped to a lattice mismatched substrate could modify the ferroelectric proper-
ties of the thin film [160]. In 2004, this technique, known as strain engineering, was
demonstrated experimentally to dramatic effect. Not only did strain engineering
enhance ferroelectricity in BaTiO3 [161], but more notably it also brought the fer-
roelectric transition in SrTiO3 from 4 K to room temperature [162]. Unfortunately,
there was a simultaneous increase in the dielectric loss to levels too high for device
applications. It has since been shown that biaxial tensile strain in similar epitaxial
perovskite films can lower the activation barrier for the formation of lossy oxygen
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vacancies [163].
It was not clear if strain-engineering would also induce ferroelectricity in the
naturally centrosymmetric (SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper phases. Early first
principles investigations suggested that Pb2TiO4 Ruddlesden-Popper phases would
be ferroelectric, but lamented that no known examples of these materials had been
observed [164]. Subsequent computational studies suggested that tensile epitax-
ial strain exceeding 1 % could induce in-plane ferroelectricity in (SrTiO3)nSrO
Ruddlesden-Popper phases with n > 2 [165, 166]. Shortly thereafter, in-plane ferro-
electricity in (SrTiO3)nSrO films was demonstrated experimentally [64].
The preference for in-plane ferroelectricity in these materials has complex ori-
gins. In-plane tensile strain “stretches” the oxygen octahedra of the SrTiO3 al-
lowing for more in-plane movement of the Ti4+ cation. More importantly, in these
displacive-type ferroelectrics, polarization leads to relative displacements of the Ti4+
cations and the O2− anions along the Ti-O-Ti chains. The computational studies in
Ref. [166] indicated that these chains must exceed some critical coherence length,
ncrit, to support robust ferroelectricity. The (SrO)2 planes that occur every n layers
in the out-of-plane direction interrupt the continuous Ti-O-Ti chains, suppressing
out-of-plane ferroelectricity, leaving in-plane displacement as a favorable polariza-
tion mechanism.
The combination of high in-plane tunability and low millimeter-wave dielectric
loss in the n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper film was very exciting. How-
ever, the applicability of these materials to real tunable devices was highly limited,
primarily due to the constraints of using epitaxial strain to induce ferroelectricity.
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5.1.3 The inherent limitations on strain-engineered materials
As we discussed in the previous section, epitaxial mismatch strain is a means
to modify many properties of thin films. Aside from ferroelectric properties, this
technique has been demonstrated to enhance multiferroic properties [167], metal-
insulator transitions [168], and transport properties in CMOS devices [169].
Unfortunately, relying on epitaxial mismatch strain limits substrate choice
and film thickness. Regarding the latter issue, there is well known critical thickness
limit, hc on mismatched epitaxial films, which arises from the elastic energy cost
associated with straining each layer of the film from its equilibrium lattice param-
eter. The larger the lattice mismatch between the substrate and film, the larger
this energy cost is. As additional layers are added to the film during growth, the
total energy to maintain the strained state of the film increases. Eventually, when
the film thickness, t, exceeds hc, this energy cost outweighs the energy required to
form mismatch edge dislocations. At that point (t > hc), edge dislocations form
allowing the film to relax to its equilibrium lattice constant. When relaxation oc-
curs, the property enhancement driven by strain engineering disappears. In the case
of the (SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper phases, the ferroelectricity vanishes, and
therefore they lose their value as a tunable dielectric.
The high-performance n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO films grown on (110) DyScO3 sub-
strates (1.1 % mismatch) described in Ref. [64] could be grown a maximum of 50
nm thick before relaxation and the same films on GdScO3 (1.6 % mismatch) were
limited to 25 nm. Those films were too thin to provide significant device tunability
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in planar microwave devices. Typically, the tunable thin film comprises only a small
fraction of a device, and therefore comprises only a portion of the overall device
capacitance - as we described in Equation 2.2. The greater the contribution of the
tunable thin film layer to the overall capacitance, the greater the overall tunabil-
ity, or “device tunability” (as opposed to film tunability) will be. Since the device
function is dependent on the overall device capacitance, it is important to maximize
the device tunability. Figure 5.3 illustrates how device tunability increases with film
thickness for a given planar CPW device geometry (here, 20 µm-wide center conduc-
tor and 5 µm-wide gaps). While intelligent device design can boost device tunability,
incorporating thicker films also has the same effect; both approaches should be used
in tandem.
Figure 5.3. The device tunability of a planar microwave device increases with the
thickness of the tunable thin film. Shown here are the results for simulated de-
vices incorporating both n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO films and more tunable n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films.
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5.1.4 Enabling thicker tunable films with targeted chemical pressure
Guided by collaborations with first principles theorists, we explored approaches
to grow thicker strained films, while maintaining the tunable dielectric performance.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were used to simulate the polar
ground states in conventional unit cells of biaxially-strained (SrTiO3)nSrO and
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO with n = 6 (the optimal periodicity for room tempera-
ture tunabilty based on the work in Ref. [64]). We then determined a layer-resolved
polarization in the material from the relative displacements of the charged species
within each layer. The sum of these layer-resolved net polarization values taken over
the whole unit cell, PS, acts as a proxy for the tunability of the material.
Beginning with the high-performing, but thickness-limited n = 6
(SrTiO3)nSrO on (110) DyScO3 (Figure 5.4a), the first logical path to explore in-
volved simply modeling the same film structure strained to a different substrate
with a smaller lattice mismatch. Reducing the mismatch strain from 1.1 % to 0.8 %
enables films to be grown more than 100 nm thick, but comes with a significant 25
% reduction in PS from 24 µC cm−2 to 18 µC cm−2 (Figure 5.4b).
The next scenario we explored was changing the equilibrium lattice constant
of the film to reduce the mismatch strain. This is accomplished by alloying with a
larger A-site cation. We chose the Ba2+ cation, due to its slightly larger radius than
Sr2+ and known role in tunable microwave dielectrics as BaTiO3. Replacing 20 %
of the Sr in the perovskite layers with Ba corresponds to a 0.8 % lattice mismatch
with (110) DyScO3, again more than doubling the critical thickness (Figure 5.4c).
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Figure 5.4. First-principles calculations enabled us to determine the polar ground
states of the Ruddlesden-Popper superlattices in a variety of strain conditions and
atomic configurations. The most relevant calculations, shown here, guided our study
to obtain thicker tunable, low-loss dielectric films. Theorist: Gerhard Olsen, Cornell
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In this case, PS was 19 µC cm−2, a small improvement compared to the previous
case. The larger, randomly-distributed Ba2+ cations may induce an isotropic strain
in the surrounding material, possibly distorting the oxygen octahedra and allowing
the Ti4+ cations to displace more. Indeed, the DFT calculations reveal that any
increase of PS in the random Ba doping case is due to increased polarization in the
TiO2 layers. The isotropic nature of this effect would also lead to distortion of the
oxygen octahedra in the out-of-plane direction, which provides no enhancement to
the in-plane tunability.
Figure 5.5. The low-strain case (0.8 % mismatch) (left) supports a small ferroelectric
instability which allows for only a low degree of polarization. Randomly doping the
perovskite layers with a larger A-site cation, can introduce an isotropic strain to
the film which increases the in-plane polarization a small amount. However, if the
larger cations are targeted into a single layer to create targeted chemical pressure,
the increase can be significant.
This led us to an interesting question: is there way to incorporate the larger
Ba2+ cations to produce a more anisotropic effect that primarily manipulates the
in-plane tunability? As we discussed in Section 5.1.1, MBE growth provides enough
control to precisely sequence individual layers. With this in mind, we simulated
structures in which we replaced one of the SrO layers in the perovskite blocks with a
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BaO layer to exert a sort of “targeted chemical pressure” on the surrounding layers
(Figure 5.4d). It seems intuitive that this targeted layer with larger Ba cations
could act as a sort of integrated buffer layer, boosting the in-plane tensile strain
on the adjacent layers. However, we must remember that in these epitaxial films
the in-plane lattice constant is fixed to the substrate lattice constant, so this layer
primarily creates an expansion in the out-of-plane direction. We would expect this to
enable out-of-plane polarization of the Ti4+ cations within the adjacent “stretched”
oxygen octahedra, but this effect is suppressed by the eventual interruption of the
Ti-O-Ti chains by the (SrO)2 layers. In-plane polarization remains the favorable
polarization mechanism, and the DFT calculations indicated an enhancement of the
in-plane polarization to PS = 22 µC cm−2. While this is not quite as large as the
1.1 % strained n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO films, this n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO
film again corresponds to an 0.8 % mismatch, enabling growth beyond 100 nm. The
Ti4+ cation in the TiO2 layer immediately next to the BaO layer displaces very
slightly less than the Ti4+ cation in the TiO2 layer beyond that (Figure 5.4d). This
appears to indicate that the out-of-plane strain from the BaO layer could actually
limit the polarizability of the Ti4+ cation in the adjacent TiO2 layer, but enhance
polarizability in the layers beyond.
After seeing the exciting simulations of the n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO
film with the single targeted BaO layer, we felt that this material merited experi-
mental investigation. Concerned that there could be some interdiffusion of the Sr2+
and Ba2+ cations, we performed an additional round of calculations to explore the
properties if the Ba diffuses to adjacent layers (Figure 5.4e). This calculation re-
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vealed that PS does decrease to 20 µC cm−2 if the Ba is equally distributed across
three layers. This is still an enhancement over the un-doped 0.8 % strain case (Fig-
ure 5.4b), as well as the randomly Ba-doped case (Figure 5.4c), but highlights that
it is important to confine the Ba to as small a region as possible.
5.2 Growth and structural analysis of (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO
thin films
The DFT calculations revealed that the (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO material
incorporating the “targeted chemical pressure” BaO layer could enable thicker films
with decent tunability. However, it was unclear whether these materials would be
stable enough to be grown. As in the case of the (SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper
phases, the metastable n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO material lies in a two-phase
region of the BaO-TiO2-SrO phase diagram [170], and there are no reports of bulk
Ba-containing Ruddlesden-Popper phases in the literature.
5.2.1 Film synthesis
Initially, we grew 50 nm films of the (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO Ruddlesden-
Popper phases with n = 2 to 6 to test the stability of these materials. The requisite
high-precision MBE growth is quite slow, so these thinner films enable faster pro-
cess development. Once the n = 2 to 6 phases had been successfully demonstrated,
thicker 100 nm films of the n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO material were then
grown for the millimeter-wave devices and tunability characterization.
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Figure 5.6. A schematic of the molecular beam epitaxy chamber.
The MBE deposition process (Figure 5.6) synthesizes films by evaporation
from sources of the individual constituent elements. For these films, Sr and Ba are
sourced from Knudsen effusion cells, and Ti is sourced from a Ti-Ball, which is a re-
purposed titanium sublimation pump. These oxide films are grown in a background
oxygen partial pressure of 1 × 10−6 Torr, with approximately 10 % ozone (O3).
Elemental flux calibrations were first performed with a quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM) then refined with RHEED intensity oscillations. These calibrations provide
the necessary control to obtain the correct stoichiometry and absolute dose of the
SrO, TiO2 and BaO layers. If the stoichiometry and dose are incorrect by more than
approximately 1 % the superlattice will not form properly.
Once the deposition rates have been fully calibrated, the shutters controlling
the elemental sources are programmed to open in the correct sequence to grow
the desired superlattice. RHEED intensity oscillations are also used to monitor the
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layer formation while the shutters are open. The 10 mm × 10 mm (110)-cut DyScO3
(apseudocubic = 3.949 Å) substrates are affixed with silver paste to a heating block in
the chamber which maintains a substrate temperature of 875 ◦C.
5.2.2 Structural characterization
The structure of the (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films is critical to the tunable
dielectric properties. There are two major structural aspects that we must consider.
First, the films should be single-phase epitaxial superlattices with the correct layer
periodicity and high crystalline quality, which we determine from various XRD scans.
Second, the targeted BaO layer should mostly be present in the desired location,
and the Ruddlesden-Popper structure should be well-formed, including the various
horizontal and vertical (SrO)2 planes. We study these aspects with scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM) including electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS).
5.2.2.1 X-ray diffraction measurements
There are a few features in the Θ − 2Θ diffraction pattern of the 100 nm
thick n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO thin film (Figure 5.7) that illustrate both
the structure and high crystalline quality. The presence of only {00x} peaks, where
x is any positive integer multiple of 2, indicates that the films grew epitaxially
on the substrate with the c-axis of the film oriented in the out-of-plane direction,
as desired. Rocking curve scans confirmed that the full-width at half-maximum
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(FWHM) of the film peaks approached that of the single crystal substrate itself.
The FWHM(0028),film = 14 arc sec and the nearby FWHM(220),subs = 12 arc sec.
Such narrow peaks are typical of low defect density single crystalline materials.
Figure 5.7. (left) The Θ − 2Θ diffraction pattern for the 100 nm thick n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film on DyScO3. Substrate peaks are indicated by a ?.
(right) Rocking curve comparing the width of the (0028)film and (220)subs peaks.
Courtesy of Natalie Dawley, Cornell.
5.2.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy measurements
High-angle annular dark field (HAADF)-STEM is a valuable technique for
imaging these materials because it provides visible z-contrast between the con-
stituent elements. The periodic BaO layers in the n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO
are visible as slightly brighter horizontal layers in Figure 5.8. Both horizontal and
vertical (SrO)2 faults are visible, creating a “brick and mortar” appearance, which
is even more apparent in the adjacent bright field image (which depicts a differ-
ent region of the film). We also note that there was no indication of the growth of
secondary Ba-rich phases in the material.
The distribution of the constituent elements is even more clear upon examina-
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Figure 5.8. HAADF-STEM (left) and bright field STEM (right) images of the n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO thin film on (110) DyScO3. Note: each panel depicts a
distinct region of the film. Microscopist: Megan Holtz, Cornell.
tion with EELS (Figure 5.9). The periodic (SrO)2 rock-salt planes are clearly seen
in the Ti signal of the n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO thin film, as no Ti is present
in these planes. The Ba signal again shows bright horizontal lines for the targeted
BaO layers. While the Ba signal is strongest in the targeted layer, there does ap-
pear to be some limited diffusion of Ba to the subsequently deposited layer or two.
Additionally, where vertical (SrO)2 planes intersected the BaO layer there appeared
to be some Ba present at the corners between horizontal and vertical (SrO)2 planes
which could indicate that these planes may enable faster diffusion of Ba.
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Figure 5.9. (top) Annular dark field (ADF) STEM images and EELS signals of
the n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film that illustrate the formation of the
Ruddlesden-Popper structure and inclusion of the targeted BaO layer. (bottom)
Larger-area STEM images that depict the horizontal and vertical (SrO)2 planes
that are present in the film. Microscopist: Megan Holtz, Cornell.
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5.3 Dielectric property measurements of the
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films
5.3.1 Ferroelectric transition temperature measurements
Having verified that the (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO superlattice thin films
grew as desired, it was time for us to explore the dielectric properties. The DFT
calculations and the prior experiments on the (SrTiO3)nSrO superlattice films indi-
cated that the n = 6 superlattice would provide the highest TC out of the n = 2 to 6
compounds tested. This increase in TC is attributed to the emergence of the polar
soft mode when n > 2 and its continued strengthening as n increases [166]. As illus-
trated in Figure 5.10 the TC occurs at 172 K for the n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO
film on (110) DyScO3 substrate, compared to 180 K for the n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO
film on the same substrate.
These observations are unsurprising when we consider the ferroelectric free
energy landscape of the in-plane polar distortion of the n = 2, 4, 6 members of the
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO series and (SrTiO3)nSrO series commensurately strained
to (110) DyScO3 (Figure 5.10). These 0 K first-principles simulations show that the
potential wells for the (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO series are shallower than for the
(SrTiO3)nSrO series with the same n value. This behavior is consistent with the
expected reduction in mismatch strain from approximately 1.1 % for (SrTiO3)nSrO
to lower values for (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO (0.1 % to 0.8 % depending on n).
The relationship between mismatch strain and the free energy landscape may not
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be straightforward, though. Additional first-principles calculations of (SrTiO3)nSrO
films subject to these lower strains (0.1 % to 0.8 % mismatch) revealed even weaker
ferroelectric behavior.
Figure 5.10. (left) The TC as a function of n, obtained from the peak dielectric
constant value (@ 10 kHz) observed during temperature sweeps. (right) The free
energy landscape of the in-plane polar distortion for n = 2, 4, 6 compounds of
the (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO and (SrTiO3)nSrO strained commensurately to (110)
DyScO3 substrates obtained from first-principles calculations.
In light of the time intensive nature of growing thick films and performing the
dielectric spectroscopy, we focused only on the n = 6 compounds with the closest
TC to room temperature from this point, as these compounds should provide the
optimal room temperature tunability of the dielectric properties.
5.3.2 Complex permittivity of 100 nm thick n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films
We measured the complex permittivty of the 100 nm n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films from 600 Hz to 110 GHz with the IDC and CPW
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transmission line techniques described in Chapter 2. The permittivty measurement
devices (Figure 5.11) were patterned directly on the surface of the thin film with the
photolithograpy techniques described in Appendix B. The four IDCs for measure-
ments from 600 Hz to 100 MHz had active lengths of l = (0.21, 1.11, 2.01, 2.91)
mm, and the seven CPWs for measurements from 100 MHz to 110 GHz had active
lengths of l = (0.42, 0.66, 0.88, 1.34, 2.24, 4.02, 7.50) mm. The center conductors
were 20 µm wide and the gaps between the center conductors and ground planes
were 5 µm wide. We fabricated a companion substrate with identical devices on a
bare (110) DyScO3 substrate, and on-wafer calibrations were performed using geo-
metrically similar devices on either (001) LAO or (001) LSAT substrates.
Figure 5.11. The dielectric property measurement test devices patterned on the
surface of the 100 nm n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film.
The dielectric constant of the 100 nm n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film
shows minimal dispersion in the entire measured range from 600 Hz to 110 GHz
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and an average value of approximately 350 in the microwave and millimeter-wave
regimes (Figure 5.12). There is a small, but noticeable increase in the imaginary part
of the permittivity above 10 GHz, as the material becomes lossier. We note that this
minimal dispersion and fairly low loss is actually quite similar to the behavior of the
Ba1−xSrxTiO3 films with comparable Ba content discussed in Chapter 4. While the
loss tangents may be comparable, the measured relative tunability of Ba1−xSrxTiO3
with that composition is significantly less, as we discuss later.
Figure 5.12. The real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity from 600 Hz
to 110 GHz, including 95 % confidence intervals (shaded regions).
In Figure 5.13, we highlight the 100 GHz bandwidth from 10 GHz to 110
GHz that is most relevant for next-generation millimeter-wave devices. Again, the
minimal dispersion in the dielectric constant is apparent, along with the moderate
increase in loss tangent up to approximately 0.05 at 110 GHz. This loss behavior is
comparable to that of the n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO thin films. The similar loss behavior
and observation of the vertical and horizontal (SrO)2 faults in the STEM images,
supports the notion that the defect-mitigating nature of the Ruddlesden-Popper
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structure is intact in these 100 nm n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films.
Figure 5.13. The dielectric constant and loss tangent of the 100 nm n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film in the millimeter-wave telecommunications-relevant
frequency bandwidth spanning from 10 GHz to 110 GHz.
5.3.3 Electric field dependence of the dielectric properties
We measured the tunability of the dielectric properties over frequencies
from 100 MHz to 40 GHz, and electric field magnitudes from −400 kV cm−1 to
+400 kV cm−1. The relative tunability, nr (Eqn. 1.7), reached more than 45 % under
the maximum applied electric field - an exceptionally high value given the low dielec-
tric loss of this material. As illustrated in Figure 5.14, the frequency-independent
nature of the dielectric constant in the measured range extends to the electric field-
dependent dielectric constant as well, with minimal difference between the 5 GHz,
20 GHz, and 40 GHz tuning curves. The 40 GHz tuning curves for the 50 nm thick
n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO film (Ref. [64]) and for the 125 nm thick Ba0.20Sr0.80TiO3 film
(Chapter 4) are included in Figure 5.14 for comparison. It is immediately apparent
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that the measured relative tunability of the n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film is
largest, with one caveat: the ±400 kV cm−1 field used in this case is larger than the
maximum field applied in the other two experiments. Within the same electric field
range, though, the Ba0.2Sr0.8TiO3 film is least tunable. The n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO
film is slightly more tunable, as we expected based on the first-principles calcula-
tions discussed in Section 5.1.4.
Figure 5.14. The dielectric constant tuning curves for the n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film at 5 GHz, 20 GHz, and 40 GHz. Also shown is the
40 GHz tuning curve for the n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO film described in Ref. [64] and the
40 GHz tuning curve for the Ba0.2Sr0.8TiO3 film described in Chapter 4.
The reason for limiting the field strength in the original measurements of
the (SrTiO3)nSrO compounds to ±50 kV cm−1 was not reported. However, the tun-
ing curves have not saturated at that maximum field strength, so it is reasonable
to expect that the measured relative tunability could be increased by applying a
stronger field. In the case of the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 composition-spread thin films (Chap-
ter 4), the field was limited to ±75 kV cm−1 to avoid dielectric breakdown failures.
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It would be interesting to test the dielectric breakdown strength of the thicker
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films, however the ±400 kV cm−1 fields we applied are
at the maximum for our available equipment. As the tuning curves for the 100 nm
n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films are also not fully saturated at the maximum
field strength, it seems reasonable to expect even greater relative tunability in these
films under a stronger applied field.
We then explored how the applied field changes the frequency-dependence
of the dielectric constant and loss tangent in the 100 nm n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film. The magnitude of the dielectric constant decreases
significantly as the field strength increases, but the frequency dependence of the
dielectric constant (Figure 5.15) is relatively unchanged regardless of the applied
voltage. Slight oscillations appear from 100 MHz to 500 MHz as the applied electric
field increases in strength. These oscillations are associated with resonant acoustic
behavior that occurs in the gaps of the CPW transmission lines due to electrostric-
tion driven by the AC test signal [171, 172]. This behavior only occurs once the film
enters a non-centrosymmetric state in response to the applied DC field, and has
been observed in similar materials and devices [59].
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the electric field measurements is that
the loss tangent of the 100 nm n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film increases as the
strength of the external electric field increases. This behavior indicates the domi-
nance of intrinsic loss mechanisms like field-induced quasi-Debye losses over extrinsic
loss mechanisms like point defect acoustic wave generation. Some extrinsic losses are
proportional to the permittivity of the material, and therefore decrease in the pres-
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Figure 5.15. The frequency-dependent dielectric constant of the 100 nm n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film from 100 MHz to 40 GHz under a range of applied
electric fields ranging from 0 kV cm−1 to 400 kV cm−1.
ence of an applied field [27]. The behavior we observe in Figure 5.16 is uncommon
in tunable dielectric thin films which typically contain significant point defect con-
centrations that increase extrinsic losses and polar nano-regions. While it has yet to
be rigorously studied, this behavior suggests that these (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO
films have lower point defect concentrations and polar nano-regions are not present.
This is not necessarily surprising, given the defect-mitigating properties of our
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film with the Ruddlesden-Popper structure. We also note
that the electric field dependence of the loss tangent appears to decrease slightly
as our measurement frequency increases. There may be a cross-over point above
which extrinsic losses dominate, and the loss tangent would decrease with increas-
ing applied electric field strength [46]. Unfortunately, this does not occur within our
measurable bandwidth.
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Figure 5.16. The frequency-dependent loss tangent of the 100 nm n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film from 500 MHz to 40 GHz under a range of applied
electric fields ranging from 0 kV cm−1 to 400 kV cm−1.
5.3.4 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO as a high-performance millimeter-
wave tunable dielectric
The high relative tunability and low dielectric loss of the 100 nm n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film at millimeter-wave frequencies make it ideal for tun-
able RF devices. One figure of merit (FOM) used to compare the performance of





The 100 nm n = 6 (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film displays excellent perfor-
mance in the millimeter-wave spectrum above 30 GHz - even surpassing the FOM
of the highly-regarded 50 nm n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO film (Figure 5.17). Since the loss
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tangents are comparable, this increase is largely an effect of the additional tunability
obtained by increasing the strength of the applied electric field (this FOM does not
consider applied field strength). Figure 5.17 includes curves for the 50 nm n = 6
(SrTiO3)nSrO film (Emax = 50 kV cm
−1) [64], an established result for a 300 nm
thick Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film on (0001) sapphire [113], (Emax = 300 kV cm
−1) and a 400
nm thick Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 film in the ferroelectric manifold-domain-wall-variant state
on (110) SmScO3 (Emax = 500 kV cm
−1), which used resonant domain-wall motion
to achieve high performance at low microwave frequencies [47]. We note that the
400 kV cm−1 electric field strength applied in our experiment is comparable to the
fields applied in most other reports.
Figure 5.17. The figure of merit (FOM, eqn. 5.1) for the 100 nm n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film, along with curves for other notable reports of high-
performance tunable dielectric thin films for comparison.
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5.4 Discussion and outlook
In this work, we sought to obtain thicker strain-engineered tunable dielectric
films in order to increase the device tunability of adaptive RF electronics. We began
with the high-performance n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper films demon-
strated in Ref. [64] because of their low loss at millimeter-wave frequencies and high
relative tunability. By replacing a single SrO layer in the perovskite SrTiO3 blocks
with a BaO layer, we reduced the epitaxial mismatch strain from 1.1 % to 0.8 %,
enabling films to be grown beyond 100 nm thick without relaxation. By focusing
the larger Ba2+ cations in a single layer, we induced “targeted chemical pressure”,
which provided increased tunability compared to randomly including Ba through-
out the material. According to first-principles calculations, this “targeted chemical
pressure” induces a more anisotropic deformation of the lattice which allows for
additional in-plane displacement of the Ti2+ cations in neighboring layers.
Although the theoretical tunability of our 100 nm n = 6
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO film is not as large as the 50 nm n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO
film, we obtained significant additional film tunability by applying a stronger
electric field. The increase in measured film tunability, combined with the increase
in film thickness provided almost 10 % device tunability in our CPWs. As the
dielectric losses are comparable in both materials, we obtained a notable 200 %
improvement in the relevant figure of merit, again illustrating the promise of this
class of materials.
Beyond producing a material with excellent tunable dielectric properties, this
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work illustrated that the application of strain to improve thin-film properties doesn’t
have to be limited to the substrate-film lattice mismatch. The experimental real-
ization of these films with “targeted chemical pressure” presents a new degree of
freedom for materials-by-design. On a fundamental level, we wonder about the lim-
its of this approach and how else it might be applied to enhance materials. There
are certainly many “knobs” that can be turned - from cation species/size, to the
number and placement of targeted layers, and more. Particularly, the additional
flexibility in substrate lattice constant that this approach may provide is one of the
most exciting possibilities. Replacing the small, expensive DyScO3 substrates with
a cheaper substrate that is more established for production-scale devices is the sin-
gle most important step toward the commercial application of these materials. We
do recognize that the the slow and expensive MBE growth of these materials is a
barrier to commercialization. Advances in faster synthesis techniques like chemical
vapor deposition may eventually provide a more efficient route to grow these and
similar high-performance films [173].
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future directions
6.1 Summary of results
When we began this work, we wanted to use the best permittivity measure-
ment techniques to discover and characterize the best tunable dielectric materials
for millimeter-wave devices. While defining the “best” measurement and material
in many ways depends on the final application, the experiments we have discussed
in this dissertation represent significant progress in both metrology and the char-
acterization of new tunable dielectrics with enhanced properties. Here we highlight
some of the more important points from each chapter.
In Chapter 1, we introduced some of the fundamental concepts of tunable
dielectric materials and devices, which have the potential to accelerate the develop-
ment of millimeter-wave telecommunications. Tunable devices like frequency-agile
filters and phased-array antennas provide an elegant solution to many of the chal-
lenges facing the use of millimeter-wave carrier frequencies like atmospheric atten-
uation. Tunable devices made of ferroelectric films are among the smallest, fastest,
and most reliable. Unfortunately, despite decades of research, there are still many
obstacles facing the large-scale commercialization of tunable dielectric devices. To
realize the full potential of this technology, we need materials with less dielectric
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loss and more tunability, that can be grown quickly and consistently in a form factor
suitable for integration. Progress in some of these areas has been hindered, at least
in part, by limitations on characterization of the dielectric properties of thin films at
millimeter-wave frequencies. Novel tunable dielectrics have been characterized with
a wide variety of techniques, often with minimal description of methods and uncer-
tainties. This has clouded our ability to compare materials and properties between
different reports as easily as we would like. One of our main goals in this work was
to identify and apply characterization techniques that we felt would provide reliable
quantitative measurements to facilitate comparison between experiments.
In Chapter 2, we delved further into permittivity characterization methods
for tunable dielectric materials and motivated our choice to use on-wafer capacitor
and transmission line techniques. We detailed how we use these devices to mea-
sure the relative permittivity of thin films from 100 Hz to 110 GHz. This extremely
wide frequency band covers carrier frequencies for next-generation telecommunica-
tions, and allows us to observe dielectric behavior across many timescales. While
basic on-wafer capacitor and transmission line measurements are well-established
in the literature, we highlighted throughout Chapter 2 some unique aspects of our
implementation. For example, we described our use of custom-fabricated on-wafer
calibration chips, which contain devices that enable a variety of calibration tech-
niques. This allows us to select the best calibration for a given instrument and
frequency range. We also noted our inclusion and use of a companion substrate chip
which allows us to refine and validate our finite element simulations, in addition
to acting as a predictable reference to better resolve the substrate permittivity and
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conductor properties of the devices. We demonstrated our measurement techniques
in Chapter 3 by measuring the relative permittivity from 100 Hz to 110 GHz of a
500 nm thick Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 film grown on LSAT substrate by PLD. We presented
the process to extract the dielectric constant and loss tangent of the thin film, along
with propagated uncertainties, the calculation of which we detail in Appendix B.
Among thin film permittivity measurement techniques, our approach yields rather
low uncertainties (sub-10%) at millimeter-wave frequencies where many techniques
struggle with accuracy. While the main purpose of Chapter 3 was to further famil-
iarize the reader with our measurement process, the measurements themselves are
valuable to the tunable dielectrics community. There exist only one or two measure-
ments of Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 films up to 110 GHz in the literature, and these contain
only a moderate amount of information on how the permittivity was measured,
and no mention of uncertainty. While simple (Ba,Sr)TiO3 films may not offer low
enough loss for some millimeter-wave device applications, these measurements add
to our understanding of how this material, which has had an outsize role in tunable
dielectrics research, behaves at high frequencies.
In Chapter 4, we described our new high-throughput measurement scheme
for composition-spread thin films. Incorporating many principles of the “Materials
Genome Initiative”, our approach makes it possible to apply combinatorial mate-
rials science techniques to accelerate the discovery of better tunable dielectrics. As
demonstrated in this work, our measurement technique enabled relative permittiv-
ity measurements of 14 unique material compositions on a single 10 mm square
test sample from 100 MHz to 110 GHz. The single-sample aspect is particularly
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beneficial because it ensures that all measured compositions were processed the
same way. Our demonstration mapped the full Ba1−xSrxTiO3 system from x = 0
to x = 1, and also described the synthesis and fundamental materials characteri-
zation of the composition-spread thin films. The Ba1−xSrxTiO3 system was again
interesting because of its notable role in tunable dielectrics research, but also be-
cause the ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition changes with composition and
passes through room temperature. Our comprehensive mapping of the Ba1−xSrxTiO3
system covered the composition-, frequency-, and electric-field-dependence of the di-
electric properties in a way not reported previously, allowing us observe the dramatic
shifts from ferroelectric behavior to paraelectric behavior.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we presented our development and characterization
of strain-engineered superlattice thin films with unprecedented tunable dielectric
properties. This work was a progression of earlier investigations of strain-engineered
(SrTiO3)nSrO Ruddlesden-Popper thin films. Those films took an inherently low-
loss material and used epitaxial mismatch strain to induce ferroelectricity, and by
extension, tunability. While the tunable dielectric properties were exceptional in
these films, the significant lattice mismatch between the substrate and film meant
that they couldn’t be grown very thick before relaxing, which limited their viabil-
ity in commercial tunable devices. Guided by first-principles calculations, we found
we could grow thicker films and maintain most of the tunability by introducing
“targeted chemical pressure” in the lattice and reducing the epitaxial mismatch
strain. Inspired by the δ-doping approach for semiconductors, we modified the lat-
tice by selectively replacing a single SrO layer at the center of the unit cell with
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a slightly larger BaO layer, which enhanced polarizability in nearby layers. This
material, (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO, can be grown more than twice as thick, still
maintains the low-loss characteristic of the Ruddlesden-Popper structure, and can
achieve almost 50 % relative tunability. This work depended on a close collaboration
involving first-principles theory, tightly-controlled epitaxial growth, and our reliable
characterization approach and device integration to achieve unprecedented tunable
dielectric properties at millimeter-wave frequencies up to 110 GHz.
6.2 Future Directions
Our work has led us to encounter many opportunities to extend our research
in new directions. Most of these interesting research opportunities fall into two
categories: (1) metrology development and (2) exploration of new materials.
6.2.1 Metrology development
As we have mentioned throughout this work, we feel that accurate and clearly
reported measurements of the tunable dielectric properties of thin films are the most
important way to promote the development of better materials. To that end, we plan
to continue refining our own on-wafer characterization techniques, and facilitating
their use in the wider tunable dielectrics community. We also recognize opportunities
for us to add brand new capabilities, which we describe below.
One critical gap in our characterization toolbox is our lack of a well-
developed on-wafer technique to characterize the out-of-plane permittivity of thin
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films at millimeter-wave frequencies. Many monolithic microwave integrated circuits
(MMICs) incorporate components like our IDCs and CPWs that generate in-plane
electric fields, but micro-strip transmission lines or certain filters that generate out-
of-plane fields are also very common. Materials like the strain-engineered films we
described in Chapter 5 can have highly anisotropic dielectric properties, so it is im-
portant to characterize both the in-plane and out-of-plane permittivity. A couple
reports we mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2 addressed many of the challenges facing
the use of parallel-plate type devices at high frequencies, but had limited accuracy
[39, 59, 40]. After performing full-wave simulations of concentric parallel-plate de-
vices like the ones described in those reports and considering the primary sources of
error in previous implementations, there seems to be a path to improve the accuracy
of these techniques at millimeter-wave frequencies. Part of our approach will involve
developing custom-fabricated calibration standards, rather than using commercially-
available generic calibration kits. We expect that these calibrations, along with our
current fabrication techniques, modern measurement instrumentation, and finite-
element modeling to better understand parasitic effects will dramatically improve
our ability to confidently use these techniques to measure the out-of-plane permit-
tivity at millimeter-wave frequencies.
There are some obvious, but valuable, ways we can expand our measurement
capabilities. For example, newer commercial network analyzers can measure up to
145 GHz and beyond, providing a clear opportunity to increase our measurement
bandwidth. Of course, performing accurate measurements at higher frequencies is
not as simple as just plugging in a different network analyzer. Some of our recent 3D
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full-wave simulation work has suggested a gradual departure from quasi-TEM be-
havior in our CPWs above 100 GHz, and radiation may become a concern at higher
frequencies. Additional modeling work, and perhaps even reverberation chamber
measurements are needed to answer some of these questions and guide device de-
sign. In the long term, we hope to close the “terahertz” gap - the difficult to measure
frequency region that sits between the electrical (millimeter-wave) and optical (IR)
domains. The ongoing development of optically-derived RF sources up to 1 THz at
NIST may present opportunities to make progress toward that goal.
Finally, we touch on a unique idea aimed at providing a simple measurement
solution to scientists with limited microwave measurement or fabrication capabili-
ties. Some preliminary work with a Standard Test IDC/CPW Kit for Calibration
and Measurement (StickyCal) illustrated potential viability for measuring the per-
mittivity of bulk materials. This kit is a single flexible PCB that includes IDCs,
CPWs, and calibration standards to enable permittivity measurements up to mi-
crowave frequencies. Rather than perform tedious fabrication, the PCB is affixed to
the material under test with an adhesive layer, and the devices are probed in the
same way we probe our on-wafer devices. One previous iteration showed promise,
but revealed opportunities to improve measurement sensitivity, accuracy, and band-
width (up to 20 GHz). By making all of the PCB kits identical to one another, we
can use the same analysis and permittivity mapping functions for every kit. This is
one of the most exciting aspects - including a compact analysis routine along with
the physical kits dramatically simplifies the materials characterization process for
the end user, and could provide a way to ensure that characterization techniques
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are consistent across experiments. This could mark an interesting improvement in
the ability to compare measurement results between various reports.
6.2.2 Exploration of new materials
All of our work developing measurement capabilities for naught if we don’t use
them to explore materials. We often have a long list of materials to test - not all of of
which are tunable dielectrics. Some of these materials push performance boundaries,
as the Ruddlesden-Popper superlattices did in Chapter 5, while others illustrate
some interesting aspect of materials science like the Ba1−xSrxTiO3 composition-
spreads we described in Chapter 4. For thin film materials, it is undeniable that the
imposition of strain via lattice mismatch or other sources has provided some of the
most exciting developments in recent history, and our work has further expanded
the possibilities for these techniques.
There are still many unanswered questions regarding the fundamental nature
of “targeted chemical pressure” and its future applications, as we began to discuss
at the end of Chapter 5. We applied the concept in the simplest way to a system
we knew very well, which was a natural starting point. However, we have yet to
rigorously test just how much flexibility this new degree of freedom grants in the
film-substrate lattice mismatch for strain-engineered thin films. Extensive compu-
tational studies are crucial to weed through the large number of possible variables
introduced by this approach (e.g., cation size, layer number and placement, etc.).
Furthermore, we chose to focus on the film thickness as the first important bar-
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rier to overcome, but the reliance on DyScO3 substrates is still an obstacle to the
commercial integration of our high-performance (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films,
due to their extreme cost and limited size. Our growth collaborators have made
preliminary attempts to grow similar materials on other substrates (e.g., sapphire,
MgO, or LaAlO3), though scandate substrates likely provide the most flexibility for
imposing varying amounts of tensile strain. Another interesting aspect to explore
would be to compare the properties of the n = 6 (SrTiO3)nSrO films on DyScO3
with (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO grown on TbScO3 [174]. With both of these cases
providing an approximately 1.1 % mismatch, this would demonstrate whether the
inclusion of the targeted BaO layer enhances properties beyond providing an in-
crease in the critical thickness of the film, which could guide potential application
of these techniques. Future studies will reveal the full extent to which we can use
these strain-based techniques to advance the frontiers of materials science.
Though perhaps less exciting than some of the prospects for strain-engineered
materials, the exploration of composition and processing variables provides incre-
mental improvement and is especially important for fine tuning materials for com-
mercial application. This is one of the key reasons we developed our measurement
technique for combinatorial synthesis experiments. Although we have only discussed
oxides in this work, the recent demonstration of ferroelectricity in the Al1−xScxN
system [175] offers an exciting opportunity to apply our composition-spread mea-
surement technique. While the properties of this system are still largely unexplored,
commercial integration of III-V compounds is well-established. On account of their
well-known high acoustic velocity and electromechanical coupling, these materials
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A.2 Wafer-probing station configuration
We perform all of our dielectric properties measurements on a wafer-probing
station. Although we have several probe stations that provide a variety of capabili-
ties, Figure A.1 depicts one of our probe stations, in a fairly standard configuration.
Figure A.1. One of the wafer-probing station configurations we use for the dielectric
property measurements.
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A.3 Electric-field dependent permittivity measurement configuration
As we described in Section 2.2.8, we make slight modifications to the mea-
surement instrumentation to enable the electric-field dependent permittivity mea-
surements. We use bias tees to combine a DC bias voltage from a voltage source
with the AC test signals. We show a diagram of this measurement configuration in
Figure A.2, and we show how the bias tees are connected to the VNA in Figure
Figure A.2. A diagram of the measurement instrumentation as configured for the
electric-field dependent permittivity measurements.
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Figure A.3. An image showing how the bias tees are connected to the VNA.
A.4 Bi-directional test patterns for measurements of anisotropic ma-
terials
Occasionally, we will measure films or substrates with anisotropic properties, so
the permittivity may be different for the two principal in-plane directions. If we want
to know the permittivity in both directions, we must use devices that probe both
directions. For example, since the CPWs support a quasi-TEM mode, they probe
the permittivity in the transverse direction, i.e., “across” the CPW. The simplest
way to measure the anisotropic permittivity is to configure the test devices so that
one set of devices measures one direction, and another set of devices is patterned
perpendicular to the first set, to measure the other direction. An example of such a
test pattern is shown in Figure A.4.
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Figure A.4. An image showing a bidirectional test pattern used to measure
anisotropic materials.
A.5 Additional experimental data
Here, we include a couple of additional figures with some interesting experi-
mental data pertaining to the (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO Ruddlesden-Popper super-
lattices discussed in Chapter 5. In Figure A.5, we show the Θ − 2Θ XRD patterns
for 50 nm thick (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO films ranging from n = 2 to n = 6. As
was seen in Figure 5.1, the height (c-axis lattice parameter) of the unit cell of the
(SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO materials increases with increasing n. As we would ex-
pect, the film peak positions shift to lower angles 2Θ, accordingly. We also show
additional HAADF-STEM images of these films in Figure A.6. The changing peri-
odicity of the (SrO)2 planes is clear, and upon close inspection, the expected vertical
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(SrO)2 planes that likely play a significant role in reducing dielectric losses can be
seen.
Figure A.5. The Θ−2Θ XRD patterns for the 50 nm thick (SrTiO3)n−1(BaTiO3)1SrO
films from n = 2 to n = 6. Courtesy of Natalie Dawley.
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Figure A.6. HAADF-STEM images of the the 50 nm thick




Notable concepts and additional descriptive information pertaining
to our permittivity measurements and analysis
B.1 Definition of S-parameters and conversion from a and b waves
Scattering (S-) parameters are mathematical constructs which describe how ac
signals propagate through multi-port networks. Fundamentally, S-parameters convey
how much of the incident wave is reflected, and how much is transmitted. An n-port
network is described by n2 S-parameters, which are complex values organized in an
n×n S-matrix. The S-matrix is a sort of “black box” representation of the network
- without any knowledge of the internal design of the network, we can determine
how an incident signal will be affected, if we know the S-matrix. The S-parameters
are defined in terms of the incident and reflected/transmitted waves at each port.







where S11 and S22 describe reflection at ports 1 and 2, respectively, and S12 and S21
describe transmission from port 1 to port 2 and vice-versa. Figure B.1 illustrates
the physical significance of these terms.
The S-parameters are ratios of the measured waves ai and bi:
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where ai represents the incident wave at port i and bi represents the reflected or














Here, Vi and Ii are the complex voltage and current measured at port i, Z0 is the
reference impedance (conventionally 50 ohms). For four-sampler VNAs like those
used in these experiments, all of the a and b waves are measured, and then used to
calculate the S-parameters. Furthermore, we calculate ΓF and ΓR, the forward and
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where the superscripts R and F denote that these are the measured quantities when
the switch is set to measure in the forward (F ) direction (i.e., sourcing on port
1) and vice versa for the reverse direction. Correcting for the switch terms can be
carried out as described in Equations 18 - 21 of Ref. [105].
B.2 Conversion between S-parameters and T-parameters
Often, it is more convenient for us to convert S-parameters to T-parameters.


















B.3 Conversion between S-parameters and Y-parameters
Likewise, we prefer to convert our measured S-parameters to Y-parameters for







(1− S11)(1 + S22) + S12S21 −2S12
−2S12 (1 + S11)(1− S22) + S12S21
]
, (B.7)
where ZR is the reference impedance and D = (1 + S11)(1 + S22)− S12S21.
B.4 Impedance transformers
In the measurement network, whenever there is a transition from one section
with some impedance Zm to a different section with a different impedance, Zn, we
say that there is an impedance mismatch. Just as light is reflected at the boundary
between materials with mismatched indices of refraction, there is some reflection of
our microwaves that results from impedance mismatches in our system. We describe
these mismatches using special T-matrices called “impedance transformers”. The
impedance transformer [Q|mn ] describes the transition from the impedance Zm on
the left-hand side of the interface to the impedance Zn on the right-hand side. [Q|mn ]





(Zn + Zm) (Zn − Zm)
(Zn − Zm) (Zn + Zm)
]
. (B.8)
These impedance transformer matrices are useful, because they provide a way
to account for the effects of the mismatch when cascading T-matrices representing
sections of a network that have different impedances. We refer the interested reader
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to Ref. [99] for more information on their use.
B.5 Calculating R′, L′, C ′ and G′ from γ and Zc
As we noted in Chapter 2, the measured propagation constant, γ, is not enough
on its own to isolate the individual distributed circuit parameters R′, L′, C ′ and G′
from one another. One way to solve this problem is to measure the characteristic




G′ + iωC ′
. (B.9)
















Unfortunately, measurements of Zc can be more challenging [102]. This is
partly because our ability to accurately measure transmission exceeds our ability
to accurately measure the minimal amounts of reflection in the CPW transmission
lines. Some approaches enable the estimation of Zc from error boxes [103], like those
obtained from a series resistor calibration, though even these estimates begin to
suffer at very high frequencies. For example, we see in Figure B.2 that relative to
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simulated values of the distributed resistance (R′), values extracted using γ and Zc
display increased non-physical variation above approximately 40 GHz.
Figure B.2. Compared with a simulated value for the distributed resistance, R′, the
value extracted from γ and Zc displays significant variation at high frequencies.
B.6 Analysis and Error Propagation for CPW and IDC measure-
ments
While Chapter 2 provided significant detail regarding the analysis of our per-
mittivity measurements, the individual steps were dispersed throughout a discussion
of the theory and reasoning behind our approach. In this section, we provide a more
concise rendition of our analysis to highlight it’s simplicity and elegance for the
interested reader. We also include the steps necessary to incorporate and propagate
uncertainties from a variety of sources. We do this in hopes that more permittivity
measurements will be accompanied by confidence intervals in the future, to aid in
drawing comparisons between experiments.
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We begin with the measurements of the CPWs. We will start from the prop-
agation constant, γ, since each experiment may use different calibrations, or obtain
the propagation constant using a different technique. In our case the NIST Statisti-
Cal software provides the frequency-dependent effective permittivity, εeff , which is




where β0 is the free space phase constant (β0 = 2πf/c). StatistiCal also provides
∆εeff , uncertainties representing a 95 % confidence interval around the reported













G′ + iωC ′. (B.13)
where R′, L′, C ′, and G′ are the frequency-dependent resistance, inductance, capac-
itance, and conductance per unit length of transmission line. We use known values
of γ, R′, and L′ to determine C ′, and G′. Although we will use simulated R′ and
L′ values to determine C ′, and G′ for the test samples, we first compute the esti-
mated R′sub, and L
′
sub values for the companion substrate. We use these to validate
our finite element simulations as described in Chapter 2. We also use the associated
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uncertainties, ∆R′sub and ∆L
′
sub as our uncertainty in R
′ and L′ for all of the test
samples, under the assumption that these are relatively consistent from chip-to-chip,
so long as all of the chips were co-fabricated. We obtain the estimated R′sub, and L
′
sub
values by taking γ from multiline TRL, assuming that the substrate conductance is
negligible G′sub = 0, and that the substrate capacitance, C
′
sub is some constant value,
C ′0. We find the C
′
0 by using the transmission line fitting approach discussed in Ref.
[111], which works well at frequencies below a few GHz. We take the mean C ′sub
value from fitting below a few GHz as C ′0, and the deviation around that mean as a
basic ∆C ′0. Alternatively, if our calibration chip is also our companion substrate, we
can obtain a C ′0 and ∆C
′
0 from the series resistor calibration [107]. We obtain R
′
sub,






























































At this point, we simulate the R′ and L′ values for all of the test samples, and
compare the simulated and measured R′sub, and L
′
sub to validate the simulations.
Assuming the agreement is good, we then take the measured γ for each of the test
samples, obtained from multiline TRL, and use the unique simulated R′sim, and L
′
sim

















We then propagate uncertainties from ∆γ, ∆R′ and ∆L′, which is a bit more tedious
than our uncertainty propagation up to this point. To help simplify, we break γ
into its real and imaginary parts, i.e., the attenuation constant, α, and the phase
constant β. Correspondingly, we break ∆γ up into ∆α = <[∆γ] and ∆β = =[∆γ]
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Once C ′ and G′ for the test samples have been calculated as described above,
we use our finite element simulations to generate the functions needed to map C ′
and G′ to the dielectric constant (ε′) and dielectric loss (ε′′), respectively. Recall that
the relative permittivity (εr) is comprised of these two components: εr = ε
′ + iε′′.
In theory, there are a variety of functions which could be used to perform the
mapping, however in the high-film-permittivity regime the functions are most easily
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represented as lines of the form
ε′ = aC ′ + b,
ε′′ = aG′,
(B.20)
as we discussed in Chapter 2 and showed in Chapter 3. a and b here are parameters
determined by fitting the output data from a simulation in which we parametrically
sweep the permittivity of the thin film layer, and then fit the relationship between
the film permittivity and the output capacitance from simulation, C ′sim. In practice,
we have found that a is the same in the mapping functions for both C ′ and G′,
though b = 0 in the latter case. (which is reasonable given the boundary condition
that no dielectric loss should correspond with no conductance in the thin film). If
necessary, this can be verified by performing a similar sweep of the thin film loss
tangent in the simulation.
Given our mapping function of the form shown in Equation B.20, we can




























While we obtained ∆C ′ and ∆G′ as described in Equation B.18, finding ∆a and
∆b, the uncertainty in the mapping co-efficients, is less obvious. These coefficients
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are an opportunity to incorporate uncertainties related to the geometric dimensions
of the device structures in simulation. When fitting the coefficients for the mapping
function, we use the approach described by York in Ref. [177], which provides un-
certainties in the mapping coefficients (i.e., ∆a and ∆b) when given uncertainties
in the input vectors, in our case, the simulated thin film permittivity ∆ε′sim and
the simulated capacitance per unit length ∆C ′sim. Since we specify the thin film
permittivity as a simulation input, ∆ε′sim = 0. However, uncertainty in the dimen-
sions and properties of the simulated structures creates uncertainty in the simulated































where σAu is the conductivity of the simulated conductor layer, tAu is the thickness of
the conductor layer, tfilm is the film thickness, wgap is the width of the gap between
the center conductor and ground planes, wcc is the width of the center conductor,
and ε′subs is the permittivity of the substrate in simulation. Since we do not have
a discrete expression from which to obtain all of the relevant partial derivatives in
Equation B.22, we suggest the use of the sensitivity analysis functions that are built
in to a number of finite-element simulation packages. Such an analysis will compute
an approximation for these derivatives by perturbing the variable of interest around
its nominal value. In practice, it may not always be desirable to include all of these
sources of uncertainty, due to the time-intensive nature of performing all of the
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required simulations. Often, terms like the uncertainty due to the width of the center
conductor can be very small, especially with good fabrication. As we mentioned,
using the approach of Ref. [177] to determine the mapping coefficients also provides
the uncertainty in those coefficients, ∆a and ∆b when given the uncertainty in
∆C ′sim. At this point, our analysis is complete, with Equation B.20 having provided
the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity, and Equation B.21 having
expressed the uncertainty in those values.
The analysis of the IDCs is much more simple, and uncertainty calculations
more rudimentary, compared to the CPWs. Rather than regurgitate analysis steps
that are already clearly explained in Chapter 2 and demonstrated in Chapter 3, we
offer a brief remark here on how we determine uncertainty in measurements of our
IDCs. Recall that we compare the active length and measured series admittance
YS,IDC of each IDC to determine the admittance per unit length of the active length
region of the IDCs (see 2.21). When we do so, we use the standard deviation of the
measured series admittance of each IDC around the line of best fit as an approxi-
mation for our uncertainty in the admittance per unit length of the active region,
∆Y ′(l). We can break ∆Y ′(l) into its real and imaginary components to determine
the uncertainty in the capacitance and conductance per unit active length of the
IDCs (i.e., ∆C ′IDC and ∆G
′
IDC). Uncertainty in device dimensions and properties
can be propagated from simulation as described above for the CPWs, and included
when mapping the results to the relative permittivity.
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Appendix C
Detailed description of device fabrication techniques
Precise microfabrication of the IDC and CPW measurement devices is requisite
for our broadband characterization technique. This appendix describes our typical
microfabrication processes for calibration wafers and test chips. Here, we define
wafers as round substrates, typically greater than 50 mm in diameter, and chips
as rectangular substrates, typically 10 mm by 10 mm. Substrate thicknesses range
from 0.3 mm to 1.5 mm. Fabrication on wafers is slightly easier than fabrication on
chips, as processing is more automated for wafers and edge bead non-uniformity is
less of a concern. Wafers can be diced into chips after fabrication.
Processing steps are identical for both wafers and chips, with a couple ex-
ceptions that are noted throughout this Appendix, and follow the general sequence
described in Figure C.1 and illustrated in Figure C.2.
Figure C.1. The general process flow sequence for lift-off fabrication of devices on
chips and wafers.
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Figure C.2. An illustration of the key steps in our device fabrication process.
C.1 Cleaning
After receiving chips or wafers to study, we bring them into the NIST Boulder
Microfabrication Facility, a 1700 m2 Class 100 cleanroom. Our first step is to inspect
the materials with optical microscopy to verify their condition. We then perform an
initial cleaning routine to remove any organic residues or particulate matter that
may have contaminated the chips (for simplicity, we use chips from now on to mean
both chips and wafers, unless noted otherwise) during transit. The cleaning process
consists of sonication in acetone for 5 minutes, followed by sonication in isopropanol
for 5 minutes. Wafers are then rinsed with water in a spin-rinse-dryer, while chips
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are simply dried with nitrogen gas. Typically, this process is sufficient to remove any
unwanted matter, but not always. If additional cleaning is needed, we first sonicate
for additional time at higher power. If additional residue remains, we then soak and
sonicate the chips in 80 ◦C n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent. As a very last
resort to remove significant organic residues, we will treat the chips with NanoStrip,
a buffered piranha etch solution (H2SO4 + H2O2). This step is rarely required and
could damage sensitive films. Finally, all chips or wafers are cleaned with a 60 W
O2 plasma for five minutes immediately before resist coating.
C.2 Resist coating
After cleaning, we coat the chips with the resist layers via spin coating. We first
spin on the lift-off resist (LOR) layer which is not photo-sensitive, but rather acts
as a spacer that prevents metal from depositing on the sidewalls of the pattern. To
properly perform this function, the LOR layer should be at 2 to 5 times thicker than
the desired metal layer thickness. The LOR layer thickness primarily depends on two
factors: resist viscosity and spin speed. We primarily use two types of LOR resist,
LOR 5A (less viscous) and LOR 10A (more viscous). The supplier suggests spin
conditions (Figure C.3) to obtain a certain layer thickness. Unfortunately, working
with small chips requires a trade-off. Thicker metal layers (>500 nm) may provide
more consistent contact over a large number of probe landings, but this necessitates
the use of the more viscous LOR 10A resist, and slower spin speeds (∼ 2000 rpm).
This unfortunately produces a larger edge bead region that can exceed 1 mm in
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width on all edges of the chip. For a 10 mm square chip, this significantly reduces
the area available for devices. For thin metal layers, fast spins with LOR 5A provide
more patternable area, and anecdotally, more consistent coating. Due to the larger
overall area, this is not typically an issue when patterning devices on wafers.
Figure C.3. Spin curves for the LOR 5A and LOR 10A resists.
Once the LOR layer has been deposited, we inspect the resist for defects, clean
any excess resist from the back of the chips, and bake them on a hotplate at 170 ◦C
for 5 minutes. The bake conditions control the etch rate of the LOR layer during the
develop step. The stated conditions produce an approximate etch rate of 15 nm s−1.
After baking, we coat a second resist layer on top of the LOR layer. This layer
is a positive photoresist, SPR660L, typically spun on at 3200 rpm for 60 seconds,
to produce a layer approximately 1 µm thick. After inspecting for defects, we bake
the chip for 60 seconds at 90 ◦C, to remove excess solvent from the resist.
If there are any defects in either of the resist layers, we must strip the resists




All wafers and chips that are 10 mm by 10 mm or larger are exposed using
a Heidelberg MLA150 mask-less aligner, which is a direct-write lithography tool.
Smaller or oddly-shaped chips are exposed using a traditional photomask and mask
aligner (Karl Süss MA6). The circuit patterns are generated in a CAD software
(Xic, KLayout) and transferred directly to the MLA150 tool. Chips are loaded and
exposed one at a time. First, an automatic detection routine locates and finds the
edges of the chip. An alignment procedure is then performed if there are alignment
crosses patterned on the sample (i.e., if this is not the first layer). Once the alignment
has been verified, the laser rasters over the sample to expose the pattern. A focus-
dose test should be performed to determine the optimal settings for the laser (405
nm), which can depend on the properties of the substrate and film materials.
The SPR660L resist requires a post-exposure bake at 110 ◦C for 60 seconds
before developing the patterns.
C.4 Developing
The patterns are developed by soaking the chips in a tetramethylammonium
hydroxide (TMAH) solution, which dissolves the exposed areas of the SPR660L
and the underlying LOR resist. For most develops, we use an auto-develop station,
which coats the chip with the TMAH solution, rinses the TMAH solution off with
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water after a set amount of develop time, and then dries the chip. Typically, we
use a 40 second + 40 second double-puddle develop. That is, the TMAH solution is
applied, and allowed to dissolve the resist for 40 seconds before being rinsed away,
and then fresh developer is applied for an additional 40 seconds before a final rinse.
The application of fresh TMAH solution results in a more consistent develop rate.
It takes roughly 40 seconds for the developer solution to clear through the
SPR660L layer, and another 40 seconds to clear the LOR down to the substrate
and create an approximately 0.5 µm undercut. Undercut is the distance that the top
resist layer overhangs the LOR layer (see Figure C.2). Without sufficient undercut,
metal will deposit on the sidewalls of the LOR layer, leaving “lift-off spikes” on the
edges of the metal and negatively affecting the devices. In general, wafers develop
in a more consistent fashion than chips. This is likely due to the fact that the resist
layers on chips may be less uniform, and the baking processes may be less consistent
for chips (e.g., placement on hot plate). If additional develop time is required it
is added in shorter intervals (5 to 10 seconds). Patterns are fully inspected before
metal deposition.
C.5 Deposition
Metal layers are deposited by e-beam evaporation. In this process, a focused
electron beam bombards a source metal target, causing evaporation of the metal
atoms. Eventually the gaseous metal atoms precipitate on the surface of the chip
to grow a thin metal film. E-beam evaporation is a highly directional deposition
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technique, making it well-suited to lift-off.
Wafers can be loaded directly into the evaporation tool, but chips must first
be affixed with wax to a carrier wafer and then loaded in the tool. The process
chamber is first pumped to < 1 × 10−6 Torr, then back-filled with O2 for a short
RF plasma surface cleaning to promote adhesion of the metal layers. After cleaning,
the chamber is again pumped down to < 1× 10−6 Torr before metal deposition. We
generally deposit either Ti, Au, or PdAu. Ti is an adhesion layer that we deposit
before depositing other metals, Au is our metal of choice as a general conductor
layer, and PdAu is a resistor layer for certain calibration standards. For a resistor
layer, we deposit 1.2 nm of Ti, followed by 7 to 12 nm of PdAu, depending on the
desired resistance. For a conductor layer, we deposit 6 to 10 nm of Ti followed by
250 to 500 nm of Au. The maximum Au thickness depends on the thickness of the
LOR layer as discussed above.
C.6 Lift-off
After the metals have been deposited, we perform the lift-off procedure. First,
if chips are mounted on a carrier wafer with wax, we remove them from the carrier
wafer. Then, the wafer or chips are put in a beaker with 100 mL of acetone to soak
and dissolve the SPR660L layer, carrying away the excess metal that was deposited
on this resist. The beaker can either be put in a sonicator on very low power, or
left to soak for several hours. Sonication under too high power can pulverise the
metal into a fine powder. In general, it is best to have the metals release from the
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surface as large flakes which are less likely to re-deposit on the chip surface. Once
it appears that all of the excess metal has lifted off the chips, they are rinsed and
transferred to another beaker with 100 mL of clean acetone and gently sonicated
to ensure there are no remaining metal flakes on the chips. At this point, the LOR
layer is still intact to protect the chip surface, but can be removed now that the
excess metal is gone. The LOR layer is removed by soaking in 100 mL of NMP at
80 ◦C, and the chips are cleaned one final time, as described in Section C.1.
C.7 Inspection and measurement
At this point all of the devices have been patterned. We do a final inspection
with the optical microscope to check for any defects in the devices like scratches or
holes. We also measure a selection of device dimensions at 100× magnification to
determine the actual dimensions and the uncertainty those dimensions. These di-
mensions are critical inputs for the simulations which we perform during the analysis
of our broadband permittivity measurements. We also scan several of the devices
with a contact profilometer to determine the thickness of our metal layers. Once this
is complete, the chips are ready to be brought out of the clean room for experiments.
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